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Introduction 

 

Welcome to another annual Cheltenham Guide and anticipation this year seems to have 

reached record levels. 

Last year UK trainers received an almighty drubbing at the hooves of their Irish counterparts in a 

result that imbued the outcome of the destiny of the Prestbury Cup with all the tension of a 

modern-day Merseyside derby.  It could be more of the same, with Willie Mullins likely to stand 

on Cleeve Hill overlooking the battle like Zulu king Cetawayo at Rourke’s Drift (admittedly not an 

obvious physical likeness) directing his massed hordes at a ramshackle local defence, where 

Nicky Henderson is desperately trying to rouse Dan Skelton and Jonjo O’Neill into a chorus of 

Men of Harlech.  The only hope the UK have is a vain attempt to claim Rourke’s Drift 

descendant Henry de Bromhead as one of their own.  (Not impossible given a rich history of 

Irish sports people appropriated for the UK, in exchange for which Ireland received Andy 

Townsend).  A UK win looks slightly more likely at Eurovision than Prestbury these days, 

although they should at least avoid the dreaded nil point. 

Thanks as always to the long-suffering Tanya, without whose support I would struggle to make it 

through those dark moments when it seems as though nothing can win the Coral Cup.  This has 

been the toughest of years, and she has never been more inspiring than in her resolve and 

strength of spirit. 

Please stay in touch by subscribing, following or liking the blog, Lap of The Odds 

(www.lapoftheodds.com), and watch for daily articles during festival week, where non-runners 

and weather may result in some changes to selections. 

 

We all hope to get a few successes through the week, and if we are fortunate enough to land 

the odd return it is well worth remembering there are many right now who urgently need our 

help, 

Ukraine Humanitarian Appeal | Disasters Emergency Committee (dec.org.uk) 

Ukraine Crisis Appeal | UNICEF 

 

Happy punting 

Dan 

 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://www.dec.org.uk/appeal/ukraine-humanitarian-appeal
https://www.unicef.org/appeals/ukraine
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Summary of Selections 

Here is a summary for those not wanting to wade through the waffle. Stakes are on a scale of 1 

to 10. 

 

Tuesday

Race 1 Constitution Hill 6pts WIN 9-4

Race 2 Edwardstone 8pts WIN 5-2

Race 3 Fantastikas 7pts WIN 10-1

Race 4 Adagio - betting w/o Honeysuckle 4pts WIN 6-1

Adagio 1pts WIN 16-1

Race 5 Queens Brook 5pts WIN 6-1

Indefatigable, if abs - Martello Sky 2pts WIN 25-1 / 14-1

Race 6 Gaelic Warrior 7pts WIN 9-4

Saint Riquier 1pt EW(4) 50-1

Race 7 Run Wild Fred 9pts WIN 11-4  

 

Wednesday

Race 1 Stage Star 5pts WIN 7-1

Race 2 Beacon Edge 6pts WIN 14-1

Race 3 Camprond 9pts WIN 10-1

Call Me Lord 2pts WIN 25-1

Race 4 Shiskin - Tiger Roll - Facile Vega treble 7pts WIN c 9-1

Nube Negra - betting w/o Shishkin 2pts WIN 5-1

Race 5 Tiger Roll 4pts WIN 7-4

Race 6 Couer Sublime 8pts WIN 9-1

Amarillo Sky 4pts WIN 10-1

Race 7 Ruby Redrum 2pts EW 40-1  

 

 

 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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Thursday

Race 1 Bob Olinger 5pts WIN 6/5

Race 2 Alaphillipe 7pts WIN 8-1

Folcano 3pts WIN 12-1

Race 3 Conflated 4pts WIN 7-1

Race 4 Flooring Porter 6pts WIN 3-1

Indefatigable 1pt EW(4) 50-1

Race 5 The Glancing Queen 7pts WIN 9-1

Imperial Alcazar 3pts WIN 8-1

Race 6 Party Central 4pts WIN 11-2

Lunar Display 2pts WIN 33-1

Race 7 Frontal Assault 10pts WIN 9-2  

 

Friday

Race 1 Fil Dor 6pts WIN 6-1

Race 2 I Like To Move It 7pts WIN 12-1

Top Bandit 4pts WIN 7-1

Race 3 Shantreusse 5pts WIN 9-1

Race 4 Protektorat 6pts WIN 8-1

Race 5 Pont Aven 4pts WIN 10-1

Shantou Flyer 3pts WIN 14-1

Race 6 Zambella 5pts WIN 10-1

Race 7 Langer Dan 9pts WIN 5-1

Folcano if abs Cobblers Dream 2pts WIN 20-1  

 

 

 

Disclaimer – “Horses can run slowly as well as fast” 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
https://lapoftheodds.com/disclaimer/
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TUES: Race 1 - The Supreme Novices Hurdle - 2 miles for all-aged novices,   

Selected Current Odds: 9/4 Constitution Hill, Sire Gerhard, 3 Dysart Dynamo, 4 Jonbon 

The tapes will rise to 50,000 full throated roars as punters release the pent up anguish of two 
years we would all love to forget and focus at last on the traditional curtain raiser (cliché – tick), 
that is the Supreme Novices Hurdle. 

 

The Irish titan Willie Mullins has won 5 of the last 9 runnings of this race and again launches an 
awesome challenge on the race with potentially three top notchers should he choose to let them 
all race here. 
 
His primary hope, should he run him here, is probably last year’s Champion Bumper winner Sir 
Gerhard.  Whilst the time of his Leopardstown win initially looked extraordinary it has been 
readjusted but still ranks much the same as Honeysuckle on that same card.  That marks his 
win as a bit special although I suspect the Henderson camp might expect their challengers here 
to be capable of a six length beating of the decent but not exactly special Three Stripe Life.  
Likely to run from the front, the issue last time was a few less-than-ideal jumps.  This was a slip 
from the standard of his debut and far from ideal going into such a cauldron of a race.  This is a 
track where hurdling is huge, much more so than on the New Course later in the week.  He may 
have gotten away with it if he faced the kind of opposition stablemate Appreciate It blew away 
last year, but this looks a mighty race this time and there will be no room for even the smallest 
error.  Willie may feel the longer Ballymore on Wednesday could give this guy a better chance 
to get away with some sticky jumps, if he risks it here then we can deduce the home schooling 
has gone well, but enough doubts to avoid the old Willie hot-pot this time around. 
 
Willie arguably has at least as a big a chance with his other two.  Dysart Dynamo is the low 
profile one having stayed at home as a bumper horse and two hurdle wins at Cork and then in 
the Moscow Flyer at Punchestown.  Low profile but high quality, winning both bumpers by an 
easy 8l and both hurdles by a dismissive 19l.  There is no way of assessing what he might be 
and he comes in here very much as the x-factor.  He can be very free-going and the crowds, the 
buzz, and the downhill start could risk setting him alight but that could just mean he still 
scorches home.  Much respected although still a bit of a mystery. 
 
Kilcruit is the stable third string but it is worth bearing in mind he was odds-on when narrowly 
beaten by Sir Gerhard here last year in the Bumper, a defeat he then avenged at Punchestown.  
He slipped from grace when beaten on his first two hurdle runs and it looked like he wasn’t 
going to regain his pre-eminence, but a tongue tie and aggressive tactics saw him hammer a 
maiden field at Punchestown last time and he may just have unlocked that old bumper ability.  
The odds reflect the uncertainty- the hurdler of this season should be twice the price, and the 
bumper horse of last year half the price.  He could go well but like all of these he is walking into 
an absolute firefight of a race and will need to have his full weaponry ready. 
 
The home crowd’s chances of a domestic win come from Tweed Central, with punters likely to 
utter a phrase hitherto the motto of mustard cord-makers, Mick Fitzgerald, and the Lambourn 
Off Licence, “thank god for Nicky Henderson”.  The jovial Cheltenham Festival legend has two 
huge chances courtesy of Constitution Hill and Jonbon. 
 
Constitution Hill has two easy Sandown wins to his credit.  In some ways the first of those, a 
more minor event, could be more telling.  That came on a decent surface and he surged right 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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away from a decent horse in Might I. The follow up on heavy ground in the Tolworth may not 
have told us much more other than he handles that ground too and again hurdled perfectly 
before sauntering clear. The Tolworth often gets a bad rap, but it provided the winner of this just 
4 years ago and may have done so again.  This horse looks another Henderson cracker in the 
mould of Shishkin in particular, in that he looks quality and professional in everything he does.  
He will be cherry ripe on the day and it’s going to take a massive run for one to beat him.  The 
confidence emanating from the yard has echoes of Altior and Shishkin and everything he has 
done so far suggests he can aspire to the same heights.  Good opposition should ensure a 
good price. 
 
Jonbon has been widely dismissed after battling home at Haydock last time.  I have been long 
set to counter those critics (neigh-sayers?) as I have been very impressed with Jonbon.  His 
Ascot win is golden form even in a race which was run too slowly to emulate the kinds of victory 
margins enjoyed by Sir Gerhard.  And even his more workmanlike Haydock win was 
characterised by slick hurdling.  That low fast technique can allow him to sit comfortably behind 
the pace here and as a full brother of Douvan we know he has class aplenty.  I will be very 
surprised if he isn’t travelling well down the hill, and not at all surprised if he comes up the hill 
ahead of the rest.  Ultimately though I am swayed here by the market, it so rarely gets it wrong 
with the Hendo runners, both recent winners Altior and Shishkin were better fancied than 
compelling stablemates (Buveur D’Air and Chantry House respectively, both incidental 
McManus owned like Jonbon).  If the market favours Constitution Hill, it does so in my mind 
despite the obvious quality of Jonbon and that says something about the Hill.  A final word of 
Jonbon caution is that he got quite stewed up at Haydock and the crowds and atmosphere here 
will be on a whole other level, if you fancy him (and I do a little) then he could be a late play, if 
he arrives like he is straight from the sauna then caveat emptor. 
 
Mighty Potter brings Grade 1 winning form but his narrow win over an unlucky Three Stripe Life 
probably flattered him, whilst the two horses that beat Might Potter in the Royal Bond at 
Fairyhouse were still somewhere in Co Wicklow as Sir Gerhard was being washed down after 
the recent Leopardstown Grade 1.  In a poor year maybe, in a good year I don’t think so, in this 
year, hell no. 
 
No point looking for clever options here as the head of the market looks to be stacked with 
talent.  Tempting as it is to row against the tide with the underrated Jonbon, I suspect 
CONSTITUTION HILL may just be something extra special.  With respect to Sir Gerhard, if 
Constitution Hill is as good as I suspect, then it’s the untapped depths of the unexposed Dysart 
Dynamo that may offer the greater threat, but this could be the start the home contingent 
desperately need after last year’s spanking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 2 - The Arkle Chase - 2 miles for novice chasers 

Selected Current Odds: 5/2 Edwardstone, 7/2 Blue Lord, 4 Riviere D’Etel  

The baffling concept of the Holy Trinity may be an unfathomable cornerstone of the Christian 
faith, but the secret to understanding its profound meaning may come from applied learning, 
and what better way than in applying it to the historic Arkle Novices Chase. 
 
Past winners include many Holy Fathers, sitting astride the division like an almighty colossus 
and turning this race into a majestic odds-on coronation, think Douvan, Sprinter, Altior and 
Shishkin. 
 
The Holy Sons are the talented youngsters who emerge from competitive events to claim their 
glory, think Put The Kettle On, Sizing Europe, Voy Por Ustedes. 
 
And then every now and the we have the Holy Ghosts, winners who even now, long after the 
event, continue to defy any real understanding, think Western Warhorse, Duc des Genievres 
and Contraband. 
 
For a large part of this season it looked like the Willie Mullins trained Ferny Hollow may have 
had us in a Holy Father year, but injury has again robbed us of his festival presence, and there 
will be no odds-on colossus this year, which makes for a better market. 
 
There is enough evident strength in depth at the head of the market, even if it lacks a stand out 
star, to suggest that the risk of a Holy Ghost event looks pretty low. 
 
The leading home contender looks to be the admirable Edwardstone.  I won’t disguise a soft 
spot for this fella who ran a solid 5th under a big weight at a decent price when tipped for last 
year’s County Hurdle.  A relatively late convert to fences, he has carried his ultimate 
professionalism from hurdles to fences.  He was rated around 150 as a hurdler, but his 
exemplary hurdling technique has transferred into exemplary chasing and that in itself is good 
enough to add another 10lbs to that mark.  He is neat and tidy over his fences, rarely has the 
scope to stand off and deliver a huge jump, which some of his rivals can, but is so quick to 
measure a fence and shorten accordingly that he is just relentlessly quick from take off to 
landing and that adds up over a dozen jumps to a crucial advantage.  Running to a low 160 
mark looks likely and in the absence of a superstar, that should be enough.  His Sandown win 
showed how he can be lethal in a very strongly run race, whilst his Warwick win surely 
established him as the UK’s leading/only (!) hope. 
 
Behind him at Warwick was the mercurial Third Time Lucki and the upgraded handicapper 
Brave Seasca.  Both looked soundly held and neither trainer sounded keen to reoppose with 
handicap options or waiting for Aintree the immediate thoughts.  If they do turn up here, Lucki is 
probably the one who arguably has the peak talent on a going day, but trainer Skelton has no 
excuses and if anything Edwardstone could improve more for the Cheltenham test. 
 
It looks much more likely that Alan King’s horse will face a far greater challenge from the Irish 
contingent.  Blue Lord leads the way for Willie Mullins having landed the Irish Arkle at 
Leopardstown in February.  He would have been second in last year’s Supreme but for a 
crashing last hurdle fall.  He looked impressive over fences in lower grade before that win last 
time.  He battled well to narrowly beat Rivière D’Etel and on that form there won’t be much 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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between them here.  I think this track, with its undulations, may better suit Blue Lord of the two, 
but his jumping had some sketchy moments last time and this course is brutally unforgiving if 
you lose position with even one slow jump or half-error.  I’d be concerned that he will need to 
ping the last 5 fences and I suspect he might miss one or more when the pedal is down. 
 
Rivière D’Etel has the useful 7lb mares allowance and has been improved for fences.  She 
needs to have been as her 7th in last year’s Boodles off 134 is a pretty weak festival credential 
to be carrying forward.  I don’t know if this is her track, her jumps record on right handed tracks 
is 111, but on left handed tracks where she can edge right at her jumps it reads 537122.  This is 
not just a left handed track but one where you are frequently on the turn and it looks patently 
unsuitable. 
 
The Mullins duo of Haut En Couleurs and Saint Sam round out the leading Irish challenge 
although we may not see both of them all in this event.  Haut En Couleurs is arguably the most 
talented having been a fine third in a decent Triumph Hurdle here last season.  Some horses 
have come here successfully off just one jumps outing (Well Chief for those with long-ish 
memories), but this guy has one impressive chasing debut win and then a clumsy third fence fall 
in the Irish Arkle.  In a race where jumping will be absolutely key, he looks a big gamble give his 
relative inexperience to the big guns, even more so when his case to be of matching underlying 
class is also still unproven. 
 
Saint Sam put the pace to the race in the Irish Arkle and stayed on surprisingly well after being 
headed.  He might enjoy bowling along on this track and is capable of fluid jumping, the bigger 
question mark is whether he is quite good enough having been beaten into second in the 
Boodles last year off just 139.  He could be interesting if stepped up in trip, but if he runs here 
then he should ensure a good honest gallop which unfortunately for him is likely to convenience 
his rivals as much as it does himself. 
 
If there is one at a longer price then the enigmatic Couer Sublime looks the most interesting.  
He was rated as high as any of these over hurdles and a couple of runs chasing Ferny Hollow 
over fences before an easy maiden win all promises there could be more under the bonnet.  It 
smacks of a campaign to get him well weighted for the Grand Annual and that looks to have 
worked.  He would have a huge chance in that handicap, as such it would be some kind of tip if 
trainer de Bromhead instead lets him have a tilt at this Grade 1 prize.  I don’t think he was at full 
throttle when a well held third at Leopardstown, comfortably held by Rivière D’Etel, as I suspect 
his handicap mark was very much in mind.  He can do better and was second in a Triumph 
Hurdle here.  Would be of each way interest if lining up here. 
 
Stablemate Magic Days gets the valuable mares allowance and will certainly bring pace to the 
race as there has been no sign of a hand-brake fitted to her so far.  Despite that there is evident 
talent that shines through, and at some point it will land her a big prize, but perhaps not at this 
track. 
 
Recent history indicates the folly of picking UK horses in these top events, but with no 
outstanding Irish challenger, the bar looks set at a level which should ideally suit the tough little 
pro that is EDWARDSTONE.  Time to offer up a few prayers, go on my (Holy) son … 
 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 3- The Ultima Handicap Chase - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds: 7 Death Duty, 8 Does He Know, 9 Noble Yeats, 10 Fantastikas 

I would be pretty hopeful that the home defence may have registered in the first two races of the 

meeting, but if they have succumbed once more to the Irish attack then here is a chance to 

circle the wagons around the one prize that remains the home banker.  No Irish winner since the 

launch of Twitter (probably uncorrelated) and it seems the visitors tend to give their hosts a 

chance to put a score on the board, and this year could be no exception. 

 

The presence of Frodon in the entries makes for an unusual shape to the race as he is rated 

6lbs above everything else and if he runs will squeeze a few of these out of the weights. It will 

be a surprise on latest form if his contribution extends beyond the framing of the weights 

although he is not one to underestimate if allowed an easy lead. 

 

Classy novices have a good record in this event even if they were touched off by an old codger 

last year.  The leading novice could be Does He Know if choosing this over one of the 

championship novice events.  He landed a good race at Ascot last time that has seen his mark 

climb to 152.  That may be about right but you’d have to be worried that landing a Cheltenham 

handicap usually means you have to have 7lbs or so in hand and I am not sure I see this fella 

rated near 160.  His trainer has gone close with novices the last two years though and he jumps 

well and races prominently and looks sure to hit the places. 

When Does He Know won at Ascot he looked about to be given a fight from the talented but 

quirky Corach Rambler when that Scottish challenger unseated 5 from home.  It is hard to know 

how close this course winner would have gotten to the winner but to my eyes he might have 

made a race of it which makes reopposing here on 12lbs better terms pretty tempting. He 

looked to have plenty in hand when winning here off 134 in December and ran pretty well under 

a big weight at Warwick.  He should run a solid race and I would put no-one off him. 

 

On early season novice form, Oscar Elite would have a big chance as he looked likely to give 

Does He Know a big race of levels til falling and could now be a stone or more better off.  

Admittedly the Tizzard trained runner has been mostly disappointing since but wasn’t too bad 

when 4th in the Dipper here and may have reappeared too quickly when a bit below par here 

afterwards.  He wasn’t at his best in the mid winter last year before running a mighty second in 

the Albert Bartlett here and a mark of 134 is way too low if he sparks in similar fashion.  Even if 

he ends up a few pounds wrong in the weights he still is a big contender. 

 

One place behind Oscar Elite in the Dipper was another who ran a season’s best at last year’s 

festival, Come On Teddy.  A step up in trip to this distance looks sure to suit and a mark of 137 

looks well within scope.  He always looked a chaser in the making, which makes a rating that 

equals his hurdles mark very enticing if he can blossom at the festival as he did last year. 

 

Closely matched on the Dipper form is arguably my favourite named horse of the week in the 

cheekily titled (literally) Fantastikas.  That run here was pretty decent but all his other runs have 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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been at this longer trip where he promises to be far better suited.  Trainer Twiston-Davies loves 

a pop at these prizes from his local yard and a mark of 144 leaves him on a nice racing weight.  

He hasn’t yet faced Festival level racing and my main concern would be that experience issue 

but certainly looks just the type to go close in this, as he has so far jumped well, races 

prominently as it seems you must in this event, and stays well. 

Floueur looks the most likely of the Irish novices having looked a bit unlucky not to get closer 

when finishing well from a mile behind in last year’s Martin Pipe.  His chasing form is decent and 

ties in very closely with big Kim Muir favourite Frontal Assault.  Missed the ratings cut for that 

event by a pound so is likely to end up here and that could be a blessing as I think this sharper 

test may suit as will professional handling.  Didn’t jump that well on heavy ground when 

seemingly outstayed at Punchestown last time on which form he has something to find with 

Death Duty but he has the greater scope for progress. 

Death Duty has been widely touted as one of the few well handicapped Irish horses this week 

(let history be the judge of that as the squealing of Irish trainers about the handicap adjustments 

is as regular a Cheltenham feature as the inevitable subsequent deluge of Irish handicap wins).  

Death Duty came to the festival in his youth as a big novice hurdle favourite but an unseat then 

has prefaced a generally disappointing career.  His win last time though was no real surprise as 

he had been suggesting better form all season and the Irish rater lifted him 7lbs for that with the 

UK assessor shunning the general 3 or 4lb traveller’s hike and instead dropping him a pound.  

Technically he is well in, but an 11yo with a dodgy festival record is not a plunge horse for me. 

Noble Yeats represents a yard with a growing reputation for landing a gamble, and having been 

allotted a mark of 148 has this as pretty much his only festival option.  He had no luck at all in 

the valuable Paddy Power chase at Leopardstown, and subsequent runs in graded level novice 

chases is straight from the Gordon Elliott playbook for preserving a rating.  I suspect they were 

hoping for a 145 or lower mark.  There is no doubt that on glimpses of form including a defeat of 

the useful Gabynako he has shown he can go close off this mark, and he is one to watch in the 

market but I just prefer the claims of others 

Last year’s blast-from-the-past victor Vintage Clouds could well look to repeat.  He has a storied 

festival record with this race accumulating a race record of F3281.  He was second last time out 

at Donny and a mark of 144 compare nicely to last year’s 143.  Yet again he has been roundly 

dismissed by the market but that could be premature as he has shown so often how these race 

conditions suit and even at the advanced age of 12 he may still be able to lead them a merry 

dance. 

At the significant risk of inducing my friend Pete to make jokes about landing a touch on the 

FANTASTIKAS, the Twiston-Davies runner comes out on top in my novice ratings, edging out 

Floueur and Corach Rambler, with old Vintage Clouds one for the Placepotters. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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TUES:  Race 4 - The Champion Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  4/7 Honeysuckle, 7/2 Appreciate It 8 Epatante, Teahupoo 
 

The historic championship hurdle race littered with some of the greats of NH racing but which 

seems to be turning rapidly into the premier league version of the mares hurdle. 

 

The easy win of Honeysuckle last year comes soon after the wins of Annie Power and Epatante 

in this event and again brings the mares 7lb weight allowance into focus, and with Henry de 

Bromhead’s unbeaten mare heavy odds-on to defend there seems likely to be no end to the 

debate.  My testimony, for what it is worth, is that at the elite end of 2m hurdling, 7lbs is too 

much - maybe not for a 3m chaser - but at this discipline something more like 3 or 4lbs would be 

fair.  

 

Honeysuckle looks to have the race at her mercy and given her faultless record there is a case 

to be made for backing her anywhere near 1/2.  She is tactically versatile, stays so well she is 

arguably better over a longer trip, and yet has a turn of foot that puts races to bed.  All that said, 

she did all of that at Leopardstown last time, but visually just looked a fraction laboured late on.  

She is the obvious winner, but at these odds it may be worth fishing for a price on something 

else, bubbles have a habit of bursting unexpectedly at the festival. 

 

Last year’s runaway Supreme winner Appreciate It is the only rival close to Honeysuckle on the 

market, a position he has earned by virtue of staying in his box all year since and hence being 

the only runner who hasn’t yet had their bottom spanked by the favourite in a display of feminine 

dominance.  That wasn’t a great Supreme but it still looked a great performance and if anyone 

can ready him after a year off it is surely Willie.  But the price is surely wrong.  The bookies can’t 

have Honeysuckle too short, but with the rest clearly held, that has had the effect of pushing 

Appreciate It into the role of the dark horse and for me his price doesn’t reflect his chance so 

much as the lack of any other threat.  Far more likely is that he doesn’t produce his best, or that 

his best is not good enough.  Too short surely. 

 

Epatante was a good winner of this race 2 years ago, but never looked quite the same horse 

last year before running a creditable but well held third in her defence of the title.  Was better 

last time in victory at Kempton than she had been when dead heating on reappearance but 

neither effort suggests she is better than she was last year and we already know that is 

nowhere near good enough. 

 

Zanahiyr has run some good races already this season albeit regularly finishing in the runner up 

slot.  Made a proper howler at the first hurdle at Leopardstown last time and arguably did well to 

be beaten just over 6l to Honeysuckle.  There is a perfectly valid case to be made that if he 

finishes that close again, or perhaps a fraction closer with better hurdling, then that should be 

enough for an each-way place.  Could be worth looking at in any betting without the favourite 

market as his run style could make him a better bet than potentially more talented runners who 

could burn up their chances trying to serve it up to the favourite, whilst the rumoured addition of 
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cheekpieces could be a plus for one who seems to make one concentration-loss induced 

calamity per outing. 

 

Ahead of Zanahiyr in last year’s Triumph was the David Pipe trained Adagio.  He travelled very 

well that day but didn’t quite find as much as looked likely on the final hill.  That was on the New 

Course whereas this is on the much more speed biased Old Course which could help him see 

the finish out better.  He ran a blinder here under a big weight on reappearance in a handicap, a 

performance that saw him raised to a mark of 152.  There is probably still some juice in that 

rating but even so he’d need to find at least a stone of improvement to be troubling the 

champion.  His narrow defeat to Goshen at Wincanton confirmed what we knew – he travels 

very well but doesn’t always finish off his race.  This though may be a race run ideally to suit his 

stalking tactics. 

 

Teahupoo is another 5yo, but unlike the others he did not make it to last years’ Triumph.  He is 

playing very much the role of low key improver having set up a sequence of wins this season 

the best of which was last time when stretching well clear of the consisted Darasso.  Has 

earned a mark of 160 for that which absolutely gives him place claims here.  The 7lb he has to 

give the mares looms large as does his inexperience at the course, but if you have to take on 

Honeysuckle with any one horse then this should probably be the one given he is on the 

upgrade and proven to be fit and in form. 

 

No outsiders with any real claim here, although it is worth noting that on official ratings 50/1 

outsider Not So Sleepy is only 1lb behind Appreciate It, Teahupoo and Epatante and could 

squeak in somewhere if able to improve at all on last year’s 5th in this event. 

 

I don’t want to tip in hope of the wonderful Honeysuckle losing her unbeaten record, although I 

have some concerns about the style of her last 100yds at Leopardstown last time.  For me there 

is not enough juice in the market for those most likely to give her a test.  I prefer to consider the 

betting without Honeysuckle market where the shape of the race could be crucial.  I can see 

Appreciate It and Teahupoo looking to run the mare from a long way out which could actually 

weaken their chances and play into the hands of more cautiously ridden contenders in Epatante 

and Adagio, or the newly cheek-pieced Zanahiyr.   ADAGIO could be the one given the most 

blatant stealth ride and he is worth backing in the betting without Honeysuckle market and a 

playful point or two outright just in case the race implodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 5 - The David Nicholson Mares Hurdle - 2 miles 4f  

 

Current Selected Odds: 3 Tellmesomethinggirl,  6 Queens Brook, Burning Victory, Stormy 

Ireland 

The buil- up to the Mares hurdle will be marked this year by my good friend Donald’s speedy 
exit to miss the last three races in favour of a dash up to Old Trafford to watch an almost certain 
exit from the Champions League.  I have a few strong fancies before the end of the day, but if 
given the choice of the potential profit from those races or the proceeds of a swear jar in 
Donald’s car as the race and rush hour traffic test his renowned patience, then I may have to 
forego the NH Chase, and indeed if the swear jar accompanies him to his seat at the football 

then its time to go new-car shopping. 

 

With last year’s first three home all missing from this renewal, and with the best two hurdling 
mares in the elite Champion Hurdle, then barring Zanahiyr suddenly identifying as a mare, this 
looks likely to provide a line up of female talent of the kind of calibre usually associated with 
Karaoke night at my local (You may well survive, but I’m not so sure about the rest of us…)  
 
With the previous generation deserting the scene, the obvious starting point is last year’s mares 
novice hurdle won easily by Tellmesomethinggirl.  That was her season’s best by some margin 
and adds hope that a return to this track will see a season’s best again this year.  It will need to 
be.  She started the season with a poor distant 5th at Punchestown but already improved 
significantly on that when just failing to give weight to classy rivals Heaven Help Us and Royal 
Kahala at Leopardstown.  That run alone would put her close here but the case for support rests 
on her again finding Spring time improvement, and that looks fairly likely making her a worthy 
favourite. 
 
Royal Kahala’s Leopardstown win was followed by an excellent win in the mud over 3m at 
Gowran Park.  All her form suggests the mud could be the key.  Get some truly deep ground 
and she will be the one to beat, decent ground and we could see a repeat of her one-paced 9th 
in last year’s novice event. 
 
Leopardstown second Heaven Help Us could be the bigger threat even if the weights suggest 
otherwise.  She was last in the Irish Champion Hurdle last time which was still a bit 
disappointing even if she was the worst rated in the race.  But like the favourite here, she found 
her season’s best when running away with the Coral Cup at last year’s festival.  Crucially though 
that has come, as many of her best runs have, by leading from the off.  That tactic will be a 
challenge here with one or two rivals committed to the same tactics. 
 
Stormy Ireland is the veteran here and has run well in this race before for the Mullins yard who 
have long dominated the event.  She is another confirmed front runner and that will be the big 
tactical challenge here.  If she can avoid a hurtful early duel with Heaven Help Us, then the form 
of her win in the Relkeel Hurdle here in January is probably the best on offer.  It’s tempting to 
see her as a step below given her track record in this event, but this is undoubtedly a weaker 
than average Mares Hurdle and she has a genuine chance. 
 
Burning Victory is a previous Festival winner when emerging from the pack to benefit from 
Goshen’s dramatic last hurdle Triumph exit.  Ironically given it was a rival’s hurdling that gave 
her that moment of glory, it has been her own hurdling which has completely undermined her 
subsequent career.  She has been well backed for this after an improved effort in a 3m Grade 1 
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at Leopardstown last time, but that race was exploded into fragments from the off, giving this 
Mare both a clear view of her hurdles and a chance to stay on past a few non-stayers.  I’m not 
sure that was such valuable form and this race will be a much sterner test of her fluency.  She 
looked better last time when landing the Punchestown race that is often a good guide but she 
had an unchallenged lead there and is unlikely to get that luxury in this event. 

 

Queens Brook chased home Burning Victory at Punchestown.  She never looked likely to win 
there but that was arguably her best hurdles effort and we know from her 3rd to Ferny Hollow in 
the 2020 Bumper that she has some real class.  She will be 3lbs better off with the Mullins horse 
here but more crucially will be able to get some relaxing cover whilst that rival battles for the 
early pace.  I think she is by far the biggest danger to Tellmesomethinggirl from the big guns. 

 

Mrs Milner produced a career best when romping away with last year’s Pertemps Final.  She 
wasn’t at her best in the Autumn but has been freshened up and surely would be in with a big 
chance if she is in the same form and if she is as effective at this trip.  Probably too many ifs, 
but still respected. 
 
There may not be that much of a gap between those heading the market and a few of the solid 
home contenders.  I am not sure this track is ideal for Marie’s Rock, and the test may be a touch 
fast for good stayer Molly Olly Wishes, but we know Martello Sky is in form and won over this 
course and distance in January.  She disintegrated in the novice event last year but has looked 
much more solid of late and handles any ground. 
 
All that being said, when Martello Sky won here she was run close by the mercurial 
Indefatigable who was giving away 5lbs in weight.  She also represents last year’s race as the 
fourth horse home that day and it doesn’t seem that fanciful to think that finishing 5l behind 
Black Tears and Concertista wouldn’t be far off winning this race.  Add in that she is a proven 
Festival winner having landed the 2020 Martin Pipe and she starts to look a huge price.   Yes 
she was very poor last time, but Warwick wouldn’t be her track and she has bounced back from 
dismal efforts to run really well in the past.  She has the option of the Stayers Hurdle and would 
wait for that perhaps as a tactic to avoid very soft ground, but as long as it is not too deep then 
this is surely her best chance of a win. 
 
Not the best edition of this race.  Of the market leaders, a return to form for Tellmesomethinggirl 
looks the most likely outcome, but the useful QUEENS BROOK looks the best value at the head 
of the market.  But there may not be much of a gap between the market leaders and the rest, 
and proven Festival mare INDEFATIGABLE looks decent value as an extra string should she 
take up this option, and closely matched rival MARTELLO SKY the understudy if Indefatigable 
defects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports 

tips, please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 6 The Boodles Fred Winter Juvenile Novices Handicap 

Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 5/2 Gaelic Warrior, 11/2 The Tide Turns, 9 Champion Green 

Boodles are top and tailing sponsorship at this year’s festival with a 24 carat prize of the Gold 
Cup on Friday being paired with the 24 carrot version with this juvenile handicap hurdle. 

 
Vying with the old age pensioners in the cross country for worst race of the meeting and usually 
winning that battle with any number of wild and wacky winners including again last year.   
 
The handicapper’s task here is horrendous and made more so this year in that the favourite for 
this hasn’t seen a racetrack since trained in France and running third at Auteil in June of last 
year.  The plunge is in hope that leading connections Rich Ricci and the mighty Willie Mullins 
mean this horse must be clearly better than a rating of 129.  That certainly could be true, but 
were this a legendary handicap combo like JP McManus and Gordon Elliott then it would stink 
of a long held plot, but neither owner nor trainer in this case are ones you would associate with 
the dark arts, and although Willie lands plenty of handicap hurdle winners that is more usually a 
function of simply having lots of good hurdlers rather than bamboozling the raters.   The owner 
has had 18 festival winners - none in handicaps, whilst Willie’s 78 festival winners include just 
two juveniles both in the championship Triumph Hurdle.   
 
So what do we read into this?  Is the fact that Willie is taking such dead aim at this race being 
so out of character either an indicator that he won’t pull it off because it is not what he does, or 
is it a flashing 100ft beacon on Cleeve Hill to say that he had no other option as the horse is so 
well in?  Let’s examine whether there is anything to justify a massive public bandwagon other 
than the bandwagon itself.   
 
His three French runs were for a top yard (who sourced Vautour amongst others for Willie), all 
at Auteil, hallmarks of a good prospect, and he is from the sire of recent festival juvenile winners 
Band of Outlaws and Quilixios.  In each of the three races I would argue he was pretty tenderly 
handled and that there could be a lot more under the bonnet than he showed. The form of those 
races is almost impenetrably French with only Tanganyika a subsequent UK import who is rated 
here on 121.  Just on their one outing Gaelic Warrior should have loads in hand on that form-
line off 129, and the French form itself is working out very well. 
 
Very early on Willie must have settled on a strategy for prepping this fella as he gave him a UK 
entry to test the ratings waters (a real Elliott style move).  Expecting around 139 or more, 
rumour has it that Willie was doing laps of Closutton with his jersey pulled over his head when 
the answer came back 129.  At that stage the puzzle was then whether to preserve that gift by 
not racing, or prep on track and risk a rise.  Such was the generosity of the ratings it appears 
there was no option but to home-school and turn up sight-unseen. 
 
When recently interviewed about star novice hurdlers Dysart Dynamo and Sir Gerhard, the 
questioner opened it up for Willie to discuss his other novices.  It wasn’t Grade 1 winner Minella 
Cocooner, top notch Kilcruit, Pipe fav State Man, or even Triumph fav Vauban that was 
mentioned first – no it was his Boodles plot, and there was no hiding the satisfaction of his 
recent Naas schooling session. 
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These things can go up in flames very easily in the pressure cooker of Cheltenham, but the 
suspicion is this fella is not far off Vauban for talent and in what looks a very weak race he could 
be a stone or more well in. 
 
If it weren’t for Willie’s antics I would again be lauding a classic Elliott prep for the classy The 
Tide Turns.  A good winner on debut he has been hiding his light in plain sight by running in 
good graded races since, threatening to run very well until fading just enough late on to handily 
avoid a punitive rating,  A mark of 137 looks very workable and he would have a strong chance 
but I can’t be taking the second favourite for this when I suspect the favourite to be such an 
almighty plot. 
 
Decent Boodles types like HMS Seahorse, Champion Green and Brazil would all have decent 
chances but all now look far too close in the weights to Willie’s potential monster.  Of the three 
Seahorse makes the most appeal as he is not far off The Tide Turns based on their 
Punchestown meeting. 
 
The imported Bell Ex One for previous king of this race Nicholls has a bit more juice at the 
prices having run well in the early Autumn for a smaller Irish yard.  That early form stacks up 
pretty well and it looks significant that Nicholls has not been tempted to race him since 
acquisition and a mark of 130 looks fair. 
 
Doctor Brown Bear has form with a few of these and has also recently changed yards to Martin 
Brassil.  Any improvement for the new home could see him a lively each way shot.  Whist 
dismissive odds of 50/1 and upwards for Saint Riquier might be ignoring not just that his lifetime 
best came at this course but that the history of this race rewards keeping a hugely open mind. 
 
As a punter I try very hard not to get sucked into mindless bandwagons, but there is an 
overwhelming air of being beaten around the head by the brick of obvious in the plotting of 
GAELIC WARRIOR and I suspect the right answer is to succumb to the bludgeoning.  In any 
other year I would like The Tide Turns but if I am wading into the Gaelic high tide then any other 
entry on the betting slip needs to be at very speculative odds.  They don’t get much more 
speculative than SAINT RIQUIER and he can have an each-way sheckel. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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TUES:  Race 7 - The National Hunt Novice Chase - 3m6f  (Amateur riders) 

Selected Current Odds: - 11/4 Stattler, Run Wild Fred, 9/2 Vanillier 

Closing the show for Tuesday is the equine Squid Games that is the NH chase.  A field of 
novice chasers and amateur riders getting whittled down around multiple circuits in a seemingly 
interminable slog. 

The race actually offers a great chance to catch up with old friends, one of the festival’s greatest 
delights, with the extended length of this race broadly matching the time it takes John to list the 
successes of Manchester City, for Pete to explain why Irish dominance is a by-product of Brexit, 
or for Phil to moisturise. 

The likely composition of the last few standing in this event looks likely to do little to counter 
Pete’s argument, as by the time Phil reaches the bottom of the avocado eye cream, this could 
be a solely Irish affair. 

The favourite is Stattler, who looked likely to land favourtism in last year’s Albert Bartlett hurdle 
until failing to see that race out as well as it looked he might, finishing a well held 4th.   He 
looked very good on chasing debut over 2m5f, and his free-going slick jumping display would 
have suggested potentially shorter targets than this.  That said, whilst his jumping was less 
good last time at Naas, he did really grind it out there to hold the useful Farouk D’alene on the 
stiff run in.  Has always been aimed at this race and is the annual big gun the stable set aside 
for trainer’s son and top amateur Patrick.   He has two wins in the race, albeit plenty of beaten 
fancied runners as well.  He may well be the best horse in this race, but he didn’t see out his 
race here last year and I just wonder whether at the end of 3m6f there may be one or two of 

these with more petrol in the tank. 

Farouk D’alene himself will be fancied to try and reverse the Naas form having run out a good 
winner in a Grade 2 subsequently at Navan.  He still looks a bit of a raw type to me despite 
being a 9 times raced 7yo.  I would prefer if he had some spring festival form, but he stopped 
his bumper campaign in Feb and his novice hurdling campaign at new year, so we remain very 
much in the dark about his spring capabilities on drying ground at the highest level, and there 
are enough in here who have those credentials already to suggest looking elsewhere. 

Gigginstown may have a stronger shot with Run Wild Fred.  He has long been fancied for this 
after romping away with the competitive Troytown handicap at Navan in November on good 
ground which earned him a rating of 158, plenty high enough to win one of these.  He is in his 
second season as a novice having been campaigned in a winless season last year as though 
readying him for a shot at the Kim Muir, which had to be shelved and he eventually ran a good 
second in the Irish National off 140.  The Troytown remains his only chasing win, and he 
subsequently made one huge error when going down to Fury Road in a Leopardstown Grade 1.  
That has probably kept his sights to these slightly shallower waters and as a front-running type 
he should be a simple ride for his top jockey and has an excellent chance of landing the prize. 

Vanillier looks very interesting.  He was 17l behind Stattler (giving 8lbs) at Naas and 8l behind 
Run Wild Fred at Leopardstown, on which form he looks booked for a place at best, but this is a 
horse whose form lifted sharply when faced with an extreme stamina test when he ran out an 
11l winner of the Albert Bartlett last year.  Whilst he hasn’t been hugely impressive over fences, 
he has now racked up the experience of 4 runs and finally gets the stamina test and conditions 
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to match that lifetime best run from last year.  He is also likely to get the assistance of the 
legend that is Derek O’Connor in the saddle.  That combination of factors makes him a very 
lively contender.  My main concern is only that the price differential between Vanillier and the 
head of the market is not as generous as the form should dictate, suggesting that a fair amount 
of his likely improvement has already been baked into the prices. 

Pat’s Fancy leads the home defence, but that looks a pretty thin defensive line. His runner up 
effort last time to Bravemansgame off a mark of 143 pitches him somewhat below the level of a 
few of these, but marathon trips have always looked likely to suit so he can’t be easily 
dismissed. 
 
If anything disturbs the friendly catch-up it looks sure to be an Irish interruption.  I am not a 

Stattler fan at this trip and then it is over to the punting slide-rule to discern the value differential 

between the bowling RUN WILD FRED and the potentially improving Vanillier.  I will side 

confidently with Fred given that the price differential has substantially dried up, as his free-

wheeling style may just be able to jump some of these into trouble. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
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WED:  Race 1 The Ballymore Novices Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles (for all-aged 
novices)  

Selected Current Odds: 11/10 Sir Gerhard, 9/2 Ginto, 11/2 Journey With Me, 7 Stage Star 

 
Two years of pent up festival frenzy will in all likelihood have spilt, like beer and bodily fluids, 

over the streets of Cheltenham on Tuesday night.  Friendships reforged, glasses raised, and 

voices joined in song in a merry melee that will provide an enormous boost to the local  

economy and omicron alike.  There will be a naan bread shortage by midnight, the last kegs will 

be running dry soon after, and it’s even possible we could see final consumption of the rotating 

kebab at the High Street kebab house which some say has been on the spit since 

decimalisation.  The front bar of the Queens will be jammed til all hours, although the Beehive 

has long had the kind of Guinness/adrenalin/curry based late night odour generation that 

predated and foreshadowed the concept of social distancing, prompting rapid movement into 

the fresh air. 

 

The only thing moving quickly in our regular Cheltenham gang (the fellowship of the betting ring) 

is the rapid journey through middle age (some are already at the gates of Mordor).  Andy the 

Grey, the wise Welsh wizard, will be leading us away from battle and into the mythical 

Cotswolds for more pastural delights this year, a pint of ale, a pie and a good night’s sleep.  We 

might miss a rousing chorus of The Rhinestone Cowboy, but will be spared the late-night high 

street hopscotch of trying to keep your shoes out of the err, let’s say Rivers of Babylon.  No 

more for us the beating heart of Cheltenham town, its time to join Phil in the golden years 

package out in the peaceful sticks. 

 

There will doubtless be many sore heads on display come the Ballymore, but we will be fresh 

for the fight and ready to take a dig at a race that will have far more clarity on the day than it 

does even a week or two in advance. 

 

The top of the market has been crowded with high quality novices who have potentially other 

games to play.  Star names bandied around as likely contenders, like an Arsenal transfer 

window, before come the day you are left waiting to hear if Mohammed Elneny has renewed his 

contract. 

 

That could be the issue here with Supreme Novice contenders Sir Gerhard, Dysart Dynamo, 

Constitution Hill and Jonbon all quoted near the head of the market at some point.  The 

Henderson pair have cried off, but there is a reasonable chance that one of Willie’s does.  I 

won’t try to second guess running intentions.   

 

Of the Willie duo, Dysart Dynamo’s free running style does not immediately suggest a step up in 

trip, whilst Sir Gerhard has pounded a trail Willie has usually reserved solely for Supreme 

candidates. 
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Whilst respecting their chances, the more obvious route is to look for value beyond those big 

names, and the even more obvious route is to look at the leading Irish challengers.  That could 

still be one of Willie’s but outside of his squad are Ginto for Gordon Elliott and Henry de 

Bromhead’s Journey With Me. 

 

The case of Journey With Me is easy to make given the quality of his maiden hurdle win over 

the very talented pair of Minella Crooner and Kilcruit, and the likeness, at least superficially, with 

last year’s winner of this race Bob Olinger.  He does look an exciting horse.  It is worth bearing 

in mind that whilst that maiden hurdle form is excellent, Kilcruit has stepped back down to 2m 

since having been deemed a non-stayer, whilst Minella Crooner was the Albert Bartlett favourite 

looking like he needs every yard of 3m.  Journey With Me’s subsequent Grade 2 win was a bit 

of a nonsense after an early crawl saw him have to make the running and grind out a win 

against a mid-quality field.  To me he looks a hugely promising stayer.  There will be those that 

say he remains them of Bob Olinger – one of my pet hates (I have so many it is a wonder I 

actually love pets themselves) is the superficial ease of linking two horses because they run in 

the same colours and potentially have the same trainers.  Admittedly in this case it is slightly 

further strengthened by running in similar races at this stage of their career, but to my eyes Bob 

is a quality horse with a touch of speed who would have been a genuine contender over 2m.  

Journey With Me screams 3m and potentially chasing and looks a lot more like say a Denman – 

who interestingly was outspeeded in this very event in his youth.  I think he could win an Albert 

Bartlett, but understand that could be a gruelling target for a young and inexperienced horse so 

this is more likely, but I think an honest placed run is more likely than a win at this trip. 

 

Ginto may be the more oven-ready of the leading Irish hopes having racked up three easy 

novice wins so far this season.  Like many of Gordon’s he was active in the Autumn with two 

Navan wins, and then landed the big Naas race over New Year that has so often proven a great 

guide to this contest.  When a novice hurdler debuts over 2.5m there seems to be an 

assumption he will be a 3m horse come Cheltenham, but this guy seems more likely to go here, 

and that is not just because connections have an Albert Bartlett horse in Hollow Games.  On 

breeding this is the ideal trip for Ginto, and he looks sure to run a big race.  He ground it out at 

Naas in what may not have the strongest of Grade 1s but there is no doubting his quality.  He 

has sometimes jumped out to his right, which is a far greater worry on this turning left hand 

circuit than it would be in the Bartlett, and that might be just enough to take a pass. 

 

If we pass on the two big Irish hopes we are in severe danger of the folly that comes with 

backing a home contender.  That said there is plenty to like about Stage Star for Paul Nicholls.  

He does come from a trainer and a prep race (the Challow), and dare I saw nowadays a country 

which doesn’t have the greatest of track records, but as my stock-picking friend John, The Sage 

of Cirencester, would say, it can pay to overlook short dated trends and revert to fundamentals.  

Bred to stay 3m out of emerging NH sire Fame And Glory, he has actually shown more tactical 

speed than that breeding would suggest in racking up three novice wins.  The form is decent 

without being jaw-dropping and a line through the third in the Challow puts him a small way 

behind Dysart Dynamo, but he just looks the finished article against more developing types.  

Nicholls is sparing in his targeting of Cheltenham these days, often preferring easier pickings at 
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Aintree, but has never countenanced that approach with this guy as he clearly feels he has a 

genuine contender.  He probably can’t beat an array of star names, but if they mostly divert to 

other targets then he could have just the combination of nous and speed to take down the rest. 

 

Three other Irish challengers have scope to contend if turning up here.  Gordon has the useful 

Three Strip Life who has been unlucky to chase home some of Ireland’s best novices over 2m 

having been 4th in the bumper here last year.  He is a talented type although yet to test his 

mettle at this trip.  He races like it could suit, but he might just be of more interest if routed to a 

handicap. 

 

The same could be true of Willie’s lightly raced State Man.  He fell on hurdles debut but 

sauntered home in an ordinary Limerick maiden last time.  He could be anything and is likely to 

be a lot better than his debut French form with the useful but limited Busselton.  He looks a 

beautiful horse and it would be absolutely no surprise if he turned into a very talented individual.  

I don’t know if he will run here, it would be an interesting pick if he did.  I will have a close eye 

on him wherever, but the selection of hugely talented conditional jockey Richie Deegan to ride 

him in his maiden win last time just sniffs of the Martin Pipe which Willie loves to target with a 

high-class novice. 

 

 

An intriguing race the true shape of which is still elusive.  We do know that STAGE STAR will 

turn up here and he is a solid if unexciting choice to run a big race.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
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WED:  Race 2 - The Brown Advisory Novice Chase. 3 miles  
  

Selected Current Odds: 7/4 Bravemansgame, 4 L’Homme Presse, 5 Ahoy Senor, 7 Capodanno 

 

The novices Gold Cup, or at least in a universe where the best Gold Cup contenders decide to 
run in the Ryanair !! 
 
Despite the rich history of this race producing future Gold Cup winners, the modern trend is to 
exploit the less taxing Turners Chase over the shorter 2m5f trip as the stepping stone for future 
Gold Cup glory and this race is seriously impoverished by the likely loss of classy pair Galopin 
Des Champs and Bob Olinger either of whom would have been an odds-on shot here. 
 
That should make things easier for leading home contender Bravemansgame.  There has been 
no mistaking the absolutely superb jumping of this fella, one of the best novices in living 
memory over a fence.  Strengths have a habit of becoming Achilles heels, but he really does 
look something special in the air.  He has plenty of critics, mostly based on his capitulation late 
on in the Ballymore here last year and subsequent Aintree defeat, but that was hurdles, now he 
has fences and his jumping becomes a massive extra asset.  I think he is a worthy favourite 
although the value option is probably to oppose, but I do so warily and respectfully. 
 
As some of the big guns have moved to the Turner, so a home big gun, L’Homme Presse, looks 
likely to move up to this event.  He has been a revelation this season and looks a class 
act.  Another excellent jumper albeit with the low French style that has the heart in the 
mouth.  He has romped to a series of wins and brings solid credentials.  The question mark 
would be that in 8 career runs he has yet to go beyond 2m4f and his close family in France were 
mainly 2m to 2m4f exponents.  He hasn’t been stopping in his races but the festival is littered 
with the betting slips of 2m4f specialists trying to go 3m. 
 
Ahoy Senor galloped Bravemansgame into submission as a 3m novice hurdler at Aintree.  A 
real grinder, he couldn’t cope with that rival over fences around the sharp turns of Kempton 
although doing pretty well for a horse all at sea.  He churned out a good comeback win at 
Wetherby last time and would be a danger if able to find a rhythm here.  I’d worry about his 
prospects of dominating such slick jumping rivals at this track and an unseat at Carlisle is the 
closest he has come to an undulating track in his career to date. 
 
Capodanno heads the Irish challenge and has some good form having forced Bob Olinger off 
the bridle two runs ago.  He suffered an early unseat in a Leopardstown Grade 1 last time and 
it’s an interesting gamble from Mullins to come straight here and so keeping the horse fresh 
rather than give him another chance to hone his fencing. 
 
Beacon Edge also departed early in that Leopardstown grade 1 but trainer Meade chose to give 
him another run at Naas recently where he ran very well for a close second giving weight on 
heavy ground.  He won a grade 1 at Fairyhouse earlier in the season and looked the second 
best horse in the Stayers Hurdle last season until fading on the hill having tried to match 
Flooring Porter and ending in fourth.  This race is a lesser stamina test than that slog and he 
has good 2m4f speed.  He will need to jump well against those slick UK rivals, but he has that 
touch of class and looks overpriced as I think he is the best Irish challenger. 
 
Farouk D’Alene beat Beacon Edge at Naas, but he was getting 7lbs there and it felt very much 
like a school for Beacon and I will be surprised if that form isn’t comprehensively reversed here. 
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Threeunderthrufive (never in my wildest dreams) has put together an excellent sequence of 
wins and it looks significant that trainer Nicholls has never entertained the idea of the longer NH 
Chase where he would surely have been a leading contender.  His 6th in the Albert Bartlett 
somewhat caps his raw ability and there is enough talent in this race to think that at least one 
will prove too strong.  Expect a somewhat one paced 3rd or 4th and a huge gamble for what use 
to be the Hennessey at the end of November. 
 
Despite some high profile likely absentees this still promises to be a good 

race.  Bravemansgame is the right favourite but just too short for my taste. The UK have other 

strong cards to play but holes can be picked in them and I don’t think the classy Irish 

challenger BEACON EDGE is as far behind as the market would have us believe. 
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WED:  Race 3 - The Coral Cup Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles  
  
Selected Current Odds: 7 Good Risk At All, 8 Drop The Anchor, 9 Unexpected Party 
 
 

                                           
 
 
If only this legendary cavalry charge were as easy as a Wordle, but in reality most punters could 
have six guesses at the outcome of this eternal mystery and end up none the wiser. 
 
Usually a maximum field on a turning track with a relatively short run from the home bend, luck 
plays a significant role, but added to that you need to have plenty in hand on ratings. 
 
Outright novices seem to struggle with the experience needed for the hurly burly and it is no 
surprise that a genius like Willie Mullins tends to favour the weaker Martin Pipe on the wide 
open New Course on Friday for his novice handicappers. 
 
Exposed runners rarely have much in hand and the sweet spot seems to be second season 
hurdlers with enough experience to hold a position but enough hidden talent to still be at the 
right end of the ratings 
 
Good Risk At All is favourite off the back of an easy Ascot win.  He clearly has unexposed talent 
but that was very soft ground, this will be faster, the field will be twice the size, the opposition 
much tougher and his rating 10lb higher and as a novice with just 4 hurdle runs he has plenty to 
overcome for such a skinny price. 
 
In many ways Unexpected Party is a similar type also being a novice albeit with 6 hurdle runs.  
He also comes from a sumptuous Ascot win and has a good run style for this event but he also 
has to overcome a steep weight rise, 12lbs, and doesn’t look value in the face of that added 
burden. 
 
The more exposed Langer Dan seems to have been widely tipped as a Martin Pipe contender 
having finished miles clear of the rest when attempting the impossible in last year’s running of 
that race behind Gallopin De Champs.  Raised just 2lbs for that (Gallopin ended up 13lbs 
higher) he is on a workable mark and can be forgiven a last of 6 reappearance which would 
have blown away the cobwebs for this and resulted in a more than generous handicap drop.  
Yes he could go for the Pipe again but were he to run here then he’d have to be in the mix. 
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The home runner who most fits the bill though is Camprond.  An 11 race hurdle career for this 
second season hurdler includes experience of four major handicaps.  He was just pipped when 
second in a big handicap at the Aintree festival and followed up with a fair third in the valuable 
Swinton around an unsuitably sharp 2m at Haydock.  He was a close fourth in another sharp 
2miler at Market Rasen and ran a blinder for fourth here in the top class Greatwood.  Everything 
from 1st to 8th in that race has subsequently earned weight hikes, but Camprond has stayed in 
his box, kept fresh, and kept on his 140 rating from that day.  They were all 2m races but 
between handicaps he notched up two graded 2m4f novice wins suggesting there could be 
improvement for this extra trip.  With stable Hobbs in far better form than last year he arrives 
with all the right credentials.  
 
Drop The Anchor has been getting plenty of support and ran a pretty good race here last year 
when finishing 7th in the County hurdle off a mark of 146.  He looked to be coming back to form 
when a string finishing fifth in a valuable 2m handicap at Leopardstown last time.  There is a 
view that he step up will unlock further improvement, but in fairness he is an 8yo now with 18 
hurdles races under his belt.  His trainer has tried him over this trip just 4 times, all below par 
runs, and has never preserved with the step up in trip.  When they come from Ireland in the 
McManus hoops frankly anything is possible, but not for me. 
 
If there is one at a price it could be the once classy Call Me Lord.  He was rated 160 when 
contesting a Champion Hurdle just two years ago.  Has been around for ages but still a 9yo, he 
has only contested 6 handicaps, all but one of them off top weight of 11st 12lbs, and only last 
time did he carry a fraction less but that was over a 3m trip he simply doesn’t stay.  He ran third 
under topweight in the Lanzarote hurdle the form of which is working out very well and he has 
slipped all the way down to a mark of 142.  Declining older horses are rare handicap successes 
at this meeting but the Henderson yard would eb one of the few I would trust to revitalise an old 
soldier, and he can outrun his odds. 
 
I love the preparation of CAMPROND here and I think he will run a huge race.  Of those at 
longer odds, CALL ME LORD will enjoy a lower weight at last and can bounce back off his 
lowered mark.  Of course if LANGER DAN unexpectedly rocked up here rather than the Pipe on 
Friday then he would need to be included in any staking plan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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WED:  Race 4 - The Champion Chase - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds:  4/6 Shishkin, 7/2 Energumene, 9/2 Chacun Pour Soir, 12 Nube Negra 

I will be sparing a thought as they parade to the start of the day’s big event for my late father-in-
law who we lost last year and who was very much a champion in our eyes and whose birthday it 
would have been today.  Absolutely not a gambler, I fondly remember queuing behind him at the 
Curragh Tote terminals one afternoon and seeing his panic when his €2.50 each way request 
was misinterpreted as a €500 bet – I stepped in to save the day, or not as it happened as the 
horse won at 8-1.  Rest easy Austin. 
 
The list of sequels that exceed the original probably starts and ends with Toy Story 2, 
suggesting that the big rematch here between the mighty pair of Shishkin and Energumene may 
not live up to the drama of their Ascot clash. 
 
Such was the quality of that duel that a lesser race could still be a classic a la Godfather 2 and 
Aliens.  That said I have my doubts.  
 
I don’t have doubts about Shishkin.  A truly outstanding individual who bar an early hurdle fall in 
his youth is unbeaten in his professional career including winning a Supreme and an Arkle 
here.  A very good jumper, he generally travels well although often gives supporters a bit of a 
scare with a flat spot before a characteristic late surge.  The Cheltenham hill suits him perfectly 
and he looks cast iron for this, especially as he edges left at a few fences which did him no 
favours at Ascot and yet he still found a gutsy late run to better Energumene. 
 
Big rival Energumene however is riddled with doubts.  I don’t doubt his talent and he is a superb 
jumper, but he tends to edge right which is crippling on this tight turning left handed track, and 
having never raced here before he has plenty to prove.  Conditions at Ascot we’re pretty much 
ideal, and provided they are both fit and on song then that may be the closest he ever gets to 
Shishkin. 
 
Fellow Mullins challenger Chacun Pour Soir started an odds-on favourite in this race last year 
but appeared to be ridden a fraction conservatively perhaps in fear of his finishing effort on the 
hill, and so it proved as he jumped the last in front before fading on the run in.  Left a Sandown 
flop behind with a good Leopardstown win, but he is always good there. This will be a different 
test.  If I were riding him (he’d be 500/1 after a shocking overweight declaration), I’d kick on and 
use his gallop and jumping and just see what happens, I suspect though a repeat of last year. 
 
Last year’s race didn’t look a top renewal and the leaders finished in a clump.  Nube Negra 
finished second and may be the one to take from the race as he may have done much better 
had there been a real gallop as there surely will be this year.  At his best as fresh as possible as 
he shows on debut this year after which he flopped at Sandown.  Given four months off he 
should be well set now.  Will be ridden from off the pace and is likely to mop up the pieces from 
those burnt by the gallop.  It is vaguely feasible that if Energumene goes too fast and lures 
Shishkin into a murderous early pace then the sitting chilly tactics could even see a shock.  That 
said Shishkin is surely too good, but in the “betting without the favourite market” Nube could be 
very interesting. 
 
The quality at the top end of the market leaves some very good horses at massive odds.  I am 
not sure Funambule Sivola is quite good enough, Envoi Allen certainly doesn’t jump fast 
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enough, Greaneteen is not in good enough form, and Politologue is surely too old.  If there is a 
long priced one it could be the improving Editeur de Gite who is likely to run close to the pace 
and may not be as far behind some of these as handicap marks would suggest. 
 
I fancy SHISHKIN to more than confirm his Ascot form and run out a very impressive winner of 
this event.  It’s not my style to pick too many odds-on shots and I will usually look for better 
value.  This particular day’s racing sees the three big Cheltenham stables - Henderson, Elliott 
and Mullins - unleash their banker bets of the week.  It starts here with the legend that is 
Shishkin for Henderson, before the legend that was in the form of Elliott’s Tiger Roll in his cross 
country swan song, and finally the legend to be in the nascent form of bumper favourite Facile 
Vega.  Trebling these three crackers as the “Bangers ‘n Cash” bet yields around 9/1 and 
looks a fair way to play the day. 
 
You won’t get rich backing Shiskin as a single, and a nibble on the patiently ridden NUBE 
NEGRA in the betting without Shishkin market may offer more of a value play.  
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Wed:  Race 5 Glenfarclas Cross Country Chase - 4 miles - cross country  

Selected Current Odds: 7/4 Tiger Roll, 11/2 Delta Work, 6 Prengarde,  
 

 
Time for the pensioners day out as a bunch of equine octogenarians weave aimlessly around 
the Cheltenham infield like Downing St staff returning to their desks after a garden “briefing”.    
The retirees follow a labyrinthine course following a trail of Werthers Originals over various 
banks, ditches and rails, over the cheese wedges to find out who will finish second to Tiger Roll, 
get some equity release to cover those end of life expenses and everyone gets a charming 
carriage clock just for taking part. 
 
It would be fair to describe this as a disappointing renewal of the race if only there were 
expectations to start with.  
 
Prestbury and Aintree legend Tiger Roll is reputed to be making his last ever appearance after a 
career which besides two Grand National wins also includes 5 festivals win, three in this event.  
Looked to have reached the end when thumped by Easysland in this race two years ago, but 
came back to form to reverse that thumping last year.   Has to be on the wane now at the age of 
12 but had a pretty big margin of error last year when an 18l winner and is more than likely still 
ahead of those rivals.  Recent reports from the Elliott yard have been bullish and he is expected 
to be near his best. 
 
Easysland looked the future in that 2020 romp but rumours of niggling problems materialised 
when he was miles behind that level when runner up last year.  Has since moved from France 
to Jonjo O’Neill’s yard.  It’s impossible from a couple of hurdles runs to know what to expect 
although it is fair to say those hurdles runs could hardly have been much worse and the 
suspicion is that he may be no better than his 2021 self. 
 
When Easysland burst on the scene he was the young French star with a glittering record on 
the French cross country scene.  Step forward 6yo Prengarde who has swept the board a la 
France before import to the all powerful Irish obstacle race expert Enda Bolger.  Has 
comfortably won his last five French cross country races and history is littered with French 
success at this track with horses with much lower credentials.  His last two wins were in the 
same events Easysland won immediate before his romp in this race and Prengarde clearly has 
to be taken very seriously.  He is half Tiger’s age, and although that legend will be hard to beat, 
the standard here is not high and it may be a case of just one horse to beat.  He made a pre-
festival appearance over hurdles which will have left those who backed him blind rubbing their 
eyes in disbelief at just how awful he looked.  Hurdles form means nothing though in this 
discipline, but there had been noises about a struggle to get him ready and that run suggested 
the struggle is far from being over. 
 
The Bolger squad could come in numbers with recent Punchestown 1-2 Midnight Maestro and 
Shady Operator in the mix.  Their score is one-all this season and there arguably shouldn’t be 
much between them.  That Punchestown race is often a good guide although Irish cross country 
races have a much greater mix of banks to negotiate and to my eye Maestro is a more fluent 
banker than his stablemate which may explain why he was less effective when sampling this 
course in December.  I’d strongly fancy Shady to get the better of their long running feud but 
that may only be good enough for place money. 
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Delta Work would add a touch of class to this field if running.  From the same connections as 
Tiger Roll he is a former Irish Gold Cup winner and 5th in the Gold Cup here in 2020.  His form 
has been on the slide a fraction since but a rating of 159 is the highest standard rating in this 
field by far.  The issue would be a lack of experience over these obstacles, and despite and 
encouraging video of him on a schooling trip, he will need to learn rapidly on the job and not 
many do that successfully.  I suspect his owners would far prefer it if their legend Tiger could go 
out with a win and I doubt they will run Delta Work or if they do it will be with a view to hunting 
him round to get to know the place for the future and not getting in Tiger’s way. 
 
 
This looks tailor made again for the legendary TIGER ROLL and he is the clear pick of the 
fancied runners and the second leg of our short priced Wednesday treble.  He is also the only 
one of the three who looks value in of his own right as a single given the paucity of genuine 
opposition means it is really a bet as to his well-being and residual 12yo talent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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WED:  Race 6 - The Grand Annual Chase - 2 miles   

Current Selected Odds – 6 Buddy Rich, 8 Embittered, 9 Coeur Sublime, 10 Amarillo Sky 
 
The latest in the Fast And Furious franchise, The Fast and The Furious - Prestbury Drift, sees a 

maximum field of 2m chasers hurtling around Gloucestershire.  What was always a one-strike-

and-you’re-out race even on the galloping New Course has become even more mistake 

sensitive around the super-fast Old Course as I found to my cost last year when a modest 

mistake from my pick Entoucas cost him the inches he needed for the win. 

 

Despite the need for slick jumping excellence, this race is probably still best left to novices who 

typically end up extremely well handicapped and one of whom is likely to be clean enough in 

their jumping to land the prize. 

The market suggests that handicap king Gordon Elliott has this in the bag with the unexposed 

Buddy Rich.  As a 9yo he is pretty long in the tooth for a novice but has only raced 16 times in a 

light career.  He had a taste of these fences when a tenderly ridden second to the useful Third 

Time Lucki here in October, although that rival is so inconsistent it is a danger to draw too many 

conclusions.  Buddy ran a good fourth in one of Ireland’s stronger 2m chases at Fairyhouse in 

November, form which is working out very well, but Buddy has stayed in the box since in typical 

Elliott fashion, freshening him up and preserving the mark for these bigger targets.  A UK rating 

of 144 is no gift however, and punters are probably latching onto the potential significance that 

in a yard stocked with talent this may well be the stable’s only runner in the race. 

Fellow Irish novice Coeur Sublime has a similarly lofty rating of 151.  That said he was a 155 

rated hurdler when an also ran in the 2020 Champion Hurdle having been second here in the 

Triumph Hurdle as a 4yo.  He clearly has a stronger case for having the underlying talent to be 

a high 150s rated horse, and since his switch to de Bromhead this season he had shown 

glimpses of reaching those heights in his novice campaign.  He was giving the top-rated Ferny 

Hollow a real race until just outstayed late on at Punchestown on debut, and looked to be given 

a cautious ride when a more distant 3rd to that horse in a Grade 1 over Christmas.  Lodged a 

routine success back at novice level at Gowran and could well have a few pounds in hand off 

this mark having jumped pretty well to date and having the smooth travelling style so essential 

to holding a position at this track.  Connections may yet choose to have a tilt at the Arkle, but 

should he take the shallower waters route then he looks a real contender. 

The UK has a couple of novice contenders with closed interwoven form.  Both have emerged 

through the handicap route so to some extent they are more exposed than their Irish novice 

counterparts, but with the UK raters seemingly desperate to give the home side a chance they 

may still be on competitive marks especially as they have scope to improve. 

Amarillo Sky who has had an explosion in form for the Tizzard yard.  He should have won 

recvently at Newbury but for a late fall and made amends back there when jumping like a stag 

on route to a stunning 10l win a few weeks ago.  That was an eyecatching effort that suggests 

he is still very much on the upgrade and the handicapper’s response of an 8lb rise seems to be 

on the minimum end of what could have been expected.  The style of Amarillo’s jumping at 
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Newbury was breathtaking and just the kind of asset that could carry him well through a race 

like this. 

Thyme White looks to have been out away for this by connections who used to milk this race 

back in the noughties.  The Nicholls teams have become much more sparing in the use of their 

ammunition in recent years and it looks significant that they should come here with this fella 

rather than adopt the pick-up-the-pieces at Aintree tactic which they have utilised with great 

success of late.  He was certainly impressive last time at Doncaster and earlier form with 

Amarillo Sky at Wincanton suggests he can compete with that contender.  That said, his two 

previous festival trips amount to a 15th in the Boodles and a 12th in the County and there is a 

suspicion that he may be better at flatter tracks than he his is on these undulations. 

Outside of the fleet of novices there are the usual batch of older more exposed types with last 

year’s winner Sky Pirate looking the most likely of those to raise his game now that he meets 

those same conditions.  He is only 4lbs higher here and with the strength in depth in the 

Champion Chase likely to push him back into handicap company he could well go close again.  

Will be lumbered with top weight and it will be interesting to see if trainer Jonjo finds a good 

conditional jockey to claim some of that weight off.  Certainly has an each way chance. 

It has been a struggle to pick which of COEUR SUBLIME or AMARILLO SKY to back in this 

cavalry charge.  I will just side with the class of Coeur Sublime for the main bet, but Amarillo is 

an able deputy should the Irish runner head to the Arkle.   
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WED:  Race 7 - The Bumper - 2 miles FLAT  
 

Selected Current Odds: 11/10 Facile Vega, 5/2 American Mike, 11/2 Redemption Day 

 

Even at the time when the UK trained horses could compete or even dominate in the Prestbury 
Cup, this race was forever seen as the banker bet for the Irish in general and for a certain WP 
Mullins Esq. 
 
Big Willie is into double figures notching winners in this event, and once again his team look the 
key to the outcome. 
 
Top of that list is the superbly bred Facile Vega, by the sire of stars such as Douvan and out of 
6-time festival heroine Quevega.  That is a lot to live up to on paper and racing is littered with 
examples of paper credentials being turf failures.  An easy debut win at Leopardstown over 
Christmas suggested this fella’s credentials could withstand scrutiny, and he demonstrated how 
apt the Facile part of his name was when motoring to a wide margin in in the Dublin Racing 
Festival bumper. 
 
That is a top notch event and was populated by a host of impressive bumper winners, but they 
were all destroyed by an awesome display from this youngster.  Cruising throughout the race, 
he was still cantering entering the straight before scooting well clear of a field that was stretched 
all over south Dublin.  He looks a monster. 
 
The list of dangers to Facile according to those in the yard basically amounts to remembering 
his equine passport or the late jockey change to Mr D Watkins (claiming 10).  The equine 
dangers are few but headed by the slugging bumper winner American Mike (one for a Yankee 
perhaps).  He has run up a sequence and looks a really good type.  Would have a big chance if 
Facile weren’t in the field, and may still do, but it’s hard to leave the Facile camp without 
receiving significantly greater odds of reward. 
 
Redemption Day is highly regarded by Willie and won his only race with ease.  He could be a 
real fly in the ointment but he looks a bit short on what he done on the track.  There was a time 
when supposedly Patrick was having difficulty deciding which of Facile or Redemption to ride, 
but that mind got well and truly made up somewhere around the 2f pole at the Dublin racing 
festival. 
 
Two angles to this bumper help us find some lengthy value.  First is the mares 7lb allowance - 
yes the same allowance they get for a 3m Chase.  The blanket rate of 7lbs has demonstrably 
favoured mares in recent 2m hurdles and it theoretically should suit them even more in a less 
physically demanding race such as this, and wins for Relegate and Fayonagh recently support 
this supposition. 
 
Secondly is the 4yo weight for age allowance which is 10lbs here, but for an equivalent 2m race 
under flat rules would be just 3lbs.  You’d expect more 4yo winners given that stat, but they do 
win some, and it remains an allowance well out of step with equivalent flat allowances. 
 
With the useful Mullenbeg likely to go to Sandown, trainer Milton Harris, better known for flat 
racing looks likely to rely on 4yo filly Rosy Redrum.  With both mares and 4yo allowances she 
gets in here with a whopping 17lbs off the favourites.  Lets face it she will need all of that and 
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probably more.  That said she was an easy winner on debut and jockey Mitchell Bastian rode 
her as if she was Dancing Brave at Newbury last time, giving her the full Greville Starkey tactical 
masterclass, trailing the field by miles turning in and going down by just over a length.   
 
It will need an act of god by all accounts to beat Facile Vega and I will let him run for us as a 
(hopefully still active) anchor leg of the short priced treble.  I will though also risk that the 
substantial weight allowances may allow the unfashionable ROSY REDRUM to hit the frame. 
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THURS:  Race 1 - The Turners Novices Chase - 2 1/2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  6/5 Bob Olinger, 6/4 Galopin Des Champs, 9/2 L’Homme Presse  
 
 

There is a pecking order of Turners, starting at the great master JMW, then dropping through 
Tina, Lana, Kathleen, Hayley, all the other Turners, and, eventually, Anthea.  This year’s Turner 
(nee Marsh-Jewson) is no Anthea and instead promises to be a masterpiece worthy of the great 
JMW, whose epic Rain, Steam and Speed applies neatly to the three big guns hopefully lining 
up. 
 
Rain is home challenger L’Homme Presse who has been a revelation over fences this season 
for the in form Venetia Williams stable.  He has rattled up four wins and tellingly each one has 
built on the last culminating in a grade 1 romp at Sandown last time that has him on the loft 
official ratings perch of 159.  On one hand that is ridiculously high, on the other hand it 
amazingly stills leaves home third best !!  Won very well here at New Year and has handled the 
kind of good to soft ground associated with the Festival these days although he is arguably one 
who wouldn’t mind a bit of rain.  He is a slick jumper and has used that from the front of late.  
May find he has company in that role but his slick jumping is more likely to cause rivals 
problems.  He has a clear chance but with two monster Irish rivals to beat I think the value is 
either in finding the right one of those two or expecting a few flops and find an each way price 
outside the big 3. 
 
The Steam is the mighty 165-rated Galopin Des Champs.  A huge scopey horse who in 
hindsight was one of Cheltenham’s biggest handicap shoo-ins when winning last year’s Martin 
Pipe.  Was super impressive when jumping the lights out on chasing debut at Leopardstown 
over Christmas but was a little less fluent when following up there in Grade 1 company at the 
Dublin racing festival.  Looks likely to stick to this trip even though he will be a 3miler in time.  
Likely to adopt the Allaho run-them-ragged style but will need to be foot perfect early on the 
shrug off L’Homme Presse.  Wing the first 5 and get a lead and he deserves to be odds on, but 
I’d worry that there may be a big error waiting to happen. 
 
The Speed is clearly the classy Bob Olinger, one of the highlights of last year’s festival when 
sauntering away with the Ballymore.  Is probably good enough to contend in a Champion Hurdle 
but has quickly gone to fences.  Has had a light prep for de Bromhead whose yard has been in 
patchy form compared to last year’s apex.  Nonetheless has looked classy in victory.  He is a 
safe jumper without the scope of his two big rivals, and the challenge will be can he be held up 
suitably behind the pace, he settles and he wins. 
 

There is nothing in this at a big price that appeals with a small field likely to scupper each way 

betting.  Imperial Alcazar could run a big race if upgraded to this but seems much more likely t 

take in the Plate handicap later in the day. 

 

Probably a race to watch and savour rather than get too busy in the betting ring.  It will need a 

flying effort from Galopin to put BOB OLINGER to the sword, and anything less than brilliant 

should allow the de Bromhead star to use his superior late speed. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 
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THURS:  Race 2 - The Pertemps Handicap Hurdle - 3 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds:  6 Winter Fog, 8 Sporting John, Dunboyne, Sire Du Berlais, Alaphillipe 
 
There has been an explosion in recent years of social media Cheltenham build up.  From the 

polished bookie-backed celebrity panels to one-man-and-a-webcam, you cannot open a social 

media feed without treading the path, route, road or course to Cheltenham, with experts 

analysing race times, previewing the big races, looking for early value or alarmingly trying to up 

my auntie. 

 

It’s all to be welcomed really even if it feels like overload at times, and certainly makes penning 

a guide like this seem like something from the typewriter era that I should be distributing via 

carrier pigeon. 

 

One common thread across a lot of these platforms (look at me with all the lingo…) is a poo 

pooing of the Pertemps, which regular readers of this guide will (both) know is sure to aggravate 

me.  I will not stand for a poo poo (hmmm…), and for me the Pertemps offers something 

distinctly different. 

 

For a few years now, the need to qualify by making a top 6 placing in one of the qualifiers run 

through the season has ensured a narrative to this handicap that none others have, a visible 

form line with guaranteed interaction with other opponents, and crucially effectively keeps this 

handicap out of the reach of the novices that so dominate all the other handicap races.  

Exposed form should help punters and seems to have done so in recent years, although as ever 

we have to be watchful for a sneaky qualifier slipping stealthily into 6th and hiding their light til 

the big day. That has been made easier in the UK this year where several qualifiers had just 6 

or 7 runners meaning turn up and you’re in, potentially allowing trainers to qualify wh ilst leaving 

loads to work on. 

 

One such race was the Warwick qualifier won by Sporting John.  This very talented stayer has 

been in fruitful form this season and now approaches this event off a new high mark of 156.  

That suggest top weight beckons, although big weights have often been carried to success in 

this event, so that shouldn’t be too off-putting.  He is a horse I have always liked, I do wonder 

though that to win one of these festival handicaps you usually need at least 7lbs in hand, and if 

he does then he is a low 160s rated horse and should really be in the Stayers Hurdle.  If he 

stays this route it suggests connections don’t think he can compete in the Stayers which makes 

winning this off 156 a stretch.  Add in that he has career form outside of the Spring festivals of 

111131141 and festival form of 7FP, and I wonder if he holds his form through the season. 

 

Sporting John’s eye-catching Warwick win threatened at first to overshadow the subtle run of 

5th home Alaphillippe, but punters and bookies have been latching on for a while now to this 

sluggers clear chance.  Named after the legendary all-round French cyclist, I will be happy if he 

climbs and descends as well as his namesake.  He was building a quiet reputation as a staying 

novice hurdler last year with a liking for soft ground.  He met faster ground here in the Albert 

Bartlett where he ran a very creditable fifth splitting good horses like Stattler and 
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Threeunderthrufive and doing most of his best work late on.  A mark of 138 looks hugely 

generous and he was off 140 at Warwick when he looked to have cruised into the lead before 

fading late on.  That was his first race for many months and he will hopefully strip a lot fitter.  

Fast ground will be a concern, but on good or softer then he looks outstandingly well 

handicapped. 

A nostril ahead at Warwick was two time winner of this race Sire Du Berlais, again using that 

qualifier to gain eligibility.  He has won this off 145 and 152 under Barry Gerraghty.  His mark 

here of 156 after being runner up in the Stayers Hurdle last year could be workable with able 

amateur Rob James booked to take off 7 and leave him on an effective 149.   A big chance to 

roll back the years. 

 

For years the key qualifier for this was the Leopardstown Christmas qualifier and it again looked 

full of intrigue.  Second home Winter Fog was having his first run for handicap king Emmet 

Mullins and his freshness may just have been his undoing as he hit the front plenty far out and 

just got run out of it by Panda Boy.  We can be sure he will be held onto longer here, and he is 

clearly pretty well handicapped, but does he stay well enough at this trip?  Maybe not but then 

he may be so well in he doesn’t have to !! 

 

Back in the perfect spot in 5th in that qualifier was the Gordon Elliott trained Dunboyne and he 

has all the hallmarks of being laid out for this.  Never in the race that day and smuggled into a 

qualifying place he was all the rage at the Dublin racing festival but found plenty of trouble 

before finishing in mid division.  It’s hard to doubt Elliott’s genius at getting huge improvement, 

but this guy may have a bit of a soft centre which will be surely found out in this furnace. 

 

Elliott has two stronger chances with Tullybeg and Folcano.  Tullybeg had a quiet run in a 

qualifier here and hasn’t been seen in months and there is the distinct impression there is more 

to some.  Folcano was a huge gamble for the Martin Pipe last year but only got to the first 

hurdle.  He has looked in better form this season and looks to have been prepped with this 

meeting in mind.  May go back for the Pipe, but this is easier and he would have a lively chance. 

 

Veteran A Great View, Ballyandy and Mill Green all have varied festival form.  A Great View 

continues to finish with a rattle despite the ageing legs, whilst Ballyandy has been revitalised by 

the recent step up in trip. Both have chances but Mill Green catches the eye for Hendo.  Twice 

running on from the rear in the Martin Pipe he evidently loves this course and is wholly 

unexposed as a stayer. 

 

A great contest in store.  Winter Fog and Sire Du Berlais give a Ireland two great chances to lift 

the prize.  I just think ALAPHILLIPPE may be too well in as the raters favour the English.  I will 

be throwing a small bet on FOLCANO wherever he runs and if it isn’t here the I’ll shift those few 

quid to the big odds of MILL GREEN. 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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THURS:  Race 3 - The Ryanair Chase - 2 1/2 miles 

  

Selected Current Odds: 4/6 Allaho, 17/2 Shan Blue, 10 Janidil  
 
A race which despite nearly 20 years of establishment still seems to rock between moments of 
first class elegance, but mostly basic routine fare worthy of the sponsor.  This year as in many 
the lure of the Champion Chase and the Gold Cup will potentially denude the event again as 
has the addition of the Mares Chase over this trip.  Add in a seemingly unassailable defending 
champion and we have all the ingredients for a stop at the noodles truck and a watch and 
admire break between Pertemps and Stayers betting bonanzas. 
 
Allaho is a stunning looking individual and one who long threatened to rise to the very top when 
placed as both a novice hurdler and novice chaser at this meeting.   A long striding exuberant 
jumper he was being stretched over 3m in both of those events and the step back to 2m4f was 
transformative when he made all to take this prize in scintillating fashion last year.  A chance 
ride for Rachael Blackmore then, she had him bowling along right from the off and jumping 
boldly he quickly had a quality field strung out.  The pair never took the foot off and good horses 
were simply crushed by the unremitting pace and fluid jumping leading to a 12l win.  Anything 
like that and this race is a formality.  He really should win, but that performance was on an elite 
plane that he has not reached previously or since yet he is priced as though we should expect it 
again.  In fairness he can probably run 10lbs below that level and win, which is the most likely 
outcome, but is also means there is potentially some value, after all he looked set to lose at 
Punchestown on reappearance but for a rival’s late fall. 
 
Last year’s runner up Fakir D’Oudaries does not appeal.  His jumping seems to have gotten 
stickier ever since this race last year.  He won at Ascot last time as he was rated to do, but it 
was very hard work, both an indicator that we haven’t seen his best this season and a warning 
sign that such a slog in close proximity to the festival is hardly ideal preparation. 
 
Third last year was Tornado Flyer and he is a hard horse to assess.  He finished well there from 
a long way back and has done something similar in the John Durkan. Those tactics finally paid 
off with an easy win in the King George at Kempton.  Were he to run here then he would again 
wait in the wings in hope that Allaho does not repeat last year’s level and is vulnerable to the 
late Tornado surge.  I would like him here but fear he may head to the Gold Cup where I 
probably like him less. 
 
Conflated is a much improved horse this season culminating in a surprise victory in the Irish 
Gold Cup.  That was a first step up to 3m and connections now have to decide whether to drop 
back to this trip or step up again for the Gold Cup.  If he runs here then he probably the only 
viable alternative to Allaho as he travelled and jumped with style last time and that is probably 
better than any of the others here have achieved.  It is still unlikely he can turn over the favourite 
but he is ready to collect if there is an upset. 
 
Shan Blue has been given a targeted preparation for this after suffering a big fall late on at 
Wetherby when last seen in October.  He was likely to win by miles that day and his handicap 
mark of 148 is clearly a massive understatement.  It’s a sign of his home reputation that the yard 
have spurned any chance to exploit that rating choosing instead to try their hand fresh and in 
the deepest of waters.  It could be that freshness is key.  He has been poor in two previous 
festival runs but he was active in February in both of those years whereas this is a deliberately 
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quieter preparation.  I don’t think this is his course but he can be a very fast jumper and possibly 
the only one here who can match Allaho’s pace over a fence. 
 
Janidil has a rating of 164 which is very respectable but it is hard to shake off the idea that he 
just falls short of top class.  Got to within 2l of Allaho at Punchestown and in fairness didn’t see 
out 3m in two subsequent Grade 1s.  That Punchestown run is probably as close as we can 
ever expect him to get to Allaho but he is a consistent sort who has Placepot written all over 
him. 
 
Eldorado Allen is one of the top-rated home challengers but that is rather like being the top 
rated Watford footballer, will carry his yellow jersey with pride but likely to face a relegation 
struggle in this division.  Did win well at Newbury last time but will not have the freedom of an 
easy lead, or indeed any lead, in this company. 
 
Finally a word for the wayward genius of Asterion Forlonges.  The high quality grey is probably 
unmatched when it comes to finding ways to avoid seemingly inevitable victory.  His chasing 
form figures look like the postcode lottery, 1FF4331UF4, and his seeming preference for right 
handed tracks has long suggested that this festival is not for him.  Despite that and his evident 
lunacy, he remains a rare talent and would surely have beaten Allaho at Punchestown, but then 
“surely would have” is Asterion’s motto. 
 
Pretty much impossible to see anything beating an in-form Allaho.  CONFLATED is the one 
horse with the current form to give him a race and not bad value if you feel, as I do, that Allaho 
has enough inconsistency to open up a glimpse of vulnerability. 
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THURS:  Race 4 - The Stayers Hurdle - 3 1/4 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 7/2 Flooring Porter, 9/2 Thyme Hill, 5 Champ, Klassical Dream 

 
Always a fascinating race, and this year’s edition is no different with a fascinating cast of 
characters 
 
Last year Flooring Porter cast aside his supposed bit part as early pacesetter to grab the 
limelight by making all in gutsy fashion to win going away at the end.  He hasn’t registered a 
victory yet this season but looked very unfortunate at Leopardstown over Christmas when a 
dodgy start meant he couldn’t adopt his usual front-running role and watched the talented 
Klassical Dream pinch a big early lead that he couldn’t quite claw back.  I have no doubt that he 
has the talent to be able to repeat his victory especially if able to grab that early lead on this 
occasion, the question mark is that he is a highly strung individual and benefited more than any 
other runner at last year‘s festival by the absence of a crowd.  This year there will be an 
almighty buzz and the question is whether Flooring Porter can keep his calm and deliver the 
goods.  Expect to see ear plugs, headphones, a hood, and an iPad set to reruns of Black 
Beauty, and he could be going down to the start shortly before the Ryanair - all and every tactic 
to try and distract him. 
 
More than matching Flooring Porter for character is the frustrating Champ. This fella very 
definitely has two ways of running and on a going day is capable of top-class form as when 
winning an RSA here two years ago and more recently the Long Walk hurdle at Ascot. 
However, much like my friend Pete, he can frequently throw in a real stinker, as in last year‘s 
Gold Cup and he was slightly disappointing here too in the Cleve hurdle in January.  He looked 
likely to win that day but got outstayed by gallant old stager Paisley Park.  There has to be a 
serious question whether he is able to deliver again in his autumn years. 
 
Paisley Park himself would be an amazingly popular winner of this event. An excellent winner of 
this race three years ago with a groundswell of public support for his engaging connections, he 
failed to fire two years ago as a warm favourite and ran a gallant placed effort behind Flooring 
Porter here last year. He ran well to chase Champ in the Long Walk hurdle before reversing that 
form here in January. He did get left at the start badly in that race losing around 10 to 15 lengths 
adding himself to the character list. With Flooring Porter likely to set strong early fractions, any 
monkeying around at the start will be far more punitive than it was in January’s race. Jockey 
Aidan Coleman will need to be alert to the potential repeat of this fella’s antics. 
 
Klassical Dream is a previous winner of the Supreme novices hurdle here and after a long spell 
out of the game returned in impressive fashion to crush a strong field in a grade one at the 
Punchestown festival last April. He again returned from a layoff to pinch the Leopardstown 
grade one from the front against Flooring Porter over Christmas but flopped badly soon after in 
a muddy race at Gowran park. He looks like a horse who needs to be kept super fresh to show 
his best and I would doubt whether the two month gap from Gowran to now will be sufficient for 
him to have recharged his batteries enough to give of his best again. 
 
Thyme Hill comes here as the straight man to this list of clowns and weirdos as he is a relatively 
straightforward proposition. He was a good novice who ran a very close and somewhat unlucky 
fourth in one of the better Albert Bartlett hurdles we have seen, and off the back of that was a 
strong fancy for this race last year only for injury to intervene at the last minute. He has returned 
this season initially with a disappointing effort in France but then much better in the Long Walk 
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hurdle when splitting Champ and Paisley Park. It’s impossible to make a case for him as an 
outstanding favourite as his form suggests he is very much in the mix but not yet proven as 
superior, but I like the fact that he has been kept fresh for this and he looks by far the most 
reliable of those near the head of the market. That could mean he runs 2nd or 3rd to whichever 
character decides to put their best foot forward, but if they all take a step back a la It Ain’t Half 
Hot Mum, (an undoubtedly well-earned victim of cancel culture), then it could well be this fella 
who ends up finding himself in front. 
 
Were Asterion Forlonges to revert to hurdles from chasing and appear in this race that would 
crank up the character quotient to an all-time high as the grey is probably the most talented and 
equally most frustrating of runners. A past master in finding ways to lose from seemingly 
winning positions he would again bring all the talent needed to win this race to the table, but 
memories of him jumping at right angles late on in a Supreme novices suggests caution even if 
Willie decides to run him here. 
 
Sporting John looks more likely to try his hand in the Pertemps final but has been in excellent 
form season as he so often is in the run-up to Cheltenham, unfortunately his form at the festival 
so far has been pretty dire.  I suspect he will run better this year and I think he would be a 
genuine contender in this race, but with the owner having Champ and the trainer having Thyme 
Hill it looks more likely that he will be asked to defy a welterweight in the handicap. 
 
Burning Victory won a legendary Triumph hurdle after the last fence fall of Goshen and she has 
subsequently proven to have almost as much character as that unlucky loser himself. Not the 
best of hurdlers, which is a problem for a hurdler, she still has lots of latent talent and the benefit 
of a 7lb mares allowance. However, she is another that looks likely to run elsewhere with the 
Mares hurdle top of the list, but if she were to come here then the long final stretch with very 
little jumping evidently suits her as her Triumph Hurdle success showed. 
 
Could there be a big surprise, well Lisnagar Oscar did just that in this race two years ago. He 
has struggled since to repeat the quality of that run and was well held in third behind Paisley 
Park here in January, but having shown how much he can improve for festival conditions he 
does look a little overpriced to repeat the shock dose. 
 
One further outsider to consider is the mare Indefatigable. She is a past festival winner in a 
Martin Pipe hurdle and has shown that she stays 3 miles well. She gives of her best on a decent 
surface so will want a relatively dry week but her 7lb allowance should not be underestimated 
and in the absence of a top-class stayer in this field she can be competitive off her adjusted 
rating.  I would love to see her in the mares hurdle, where I gave her a good chance, but this 
seems to be her more likely destination and I still give her a good each way chance.  She fits in 
well as a character here as she certainly has two different ways of running but she has shown 
many times that she can bounce back from a bad run with a good run and it’ll be no surprise if 
she does exactly that. 
 
An absorbing list of characters and if FLOORING PORTER can keep his cool and get to the 
front in the early stages then I suspect he will be a very hard act to pass.  Thyme Hill is the most 
solid choice as we can be fairly sure he will give his best and we know that that will be at least 
good enough to make the frame, and of the outsiders a return to form for Lisnagar Oscar is a 
possibility but I can’t let INDEFATIGABLE go without a little bit of each way support. 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 5 - The Festival Plate - 2 1/2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 6 Celebre D’Allen, 8 Imperial Alcazar, 9 The Glancing Queen 

Time to get a sneaky peak over Miss Marple’s shoulder at the betting shop as this race 

invariably defies most manners of sleuthing. 

 

Ignore Colombo as he will only tell you how the horse won after the event,  whilst the Sherlock 

Holmes method of ruling everything out until the only thing you have left, no matter how 

improbable, is the answer, would have us plunging on old Slate House and things are surely not 

that desperate. 

 

The Marple method is the way to go - how did you know it was the winner?  It’s walk reminded 

me of the Johnson girl and she was always very racy…. 

 

Celebre D’Allen reminds me of his owner’s previous success and close calls in this race with 

French imports.  Having picked up two hurdles races he was impressive winning a handicap at 

Warwick.  Very confidently backed that day and equally confidently ridden it wasn’t who he beat 

but the tactics coming from off the pace at a course that rarely suits that approach.  He is a 10yo 

which tempers enthusiasm even if he is relatively lightly raced.  A clear chance but already well 

backed. 

 

Imperial Alcazar reminds me of Simply The Betts having won the novice handicap here in 

January that is so often a great guide to this meeting.  That was an impressive win and he has 

earned a mark of 152.  He disappointed when well fancied in the Pertemps last year but got 

injured there and his form at the track that race aside is pretty good.  The mark is asking a lot, 

for him to have say the 7lbs in hand usually associated with a festival handicap winner we would 

have to believe he can run to almost 160.  I think he will go close as he has great physical 

scope and quality and may be able to shrug off the rise. 

 

Birchdale is an old monkey that often flattered to deceive for Nicky Henderson but has been 

reborn in Ireland under the care of Enda Bolger.  Presumably bought with cross country and 

hunters in mind, he has improved to grind out a win in a valuable Leopardstown handicap last 

time in a slow motion finish to a brutally vastly run race.  He is 8lbs higher here and back at a 

venue he has flopped at and is probably safe to pass up. 

 

Just behind Birchdale at Leopardstown was Foxy Jacks.  He has uninspiring form figures mainly 

as he continues to be sent over a 3m trip he just doesn’t get.  It he runs here he will be 5lb 

better off with Birchdale and I confidently expect him to reverse the form despite being over 

three times the price.  Possible each way value. 

 

The Shunter won this last year in a season littered with success.  He has found the step up into 

graded company behind him but a fourth in the Galway Plate off a similar mark to this suggest 

there is still wriggle room in the rating.  If we see a good claimer on him as was the case last 

year and I think it will be hard to keep him out of the frame. 
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Galahad Quest is building up plenty of experience considering he is only a 6yo.  The form of his 

run in the Paddy Power chase here in November enters him to enter the each-way discussion 

and there was a lot to like about his non-staying effort over 3m at Kempton last time. 

 

The one that looks sure to catch Marple’s eye is the Alan King trained mare The Glancing 

Queen.  She has already run with credit in three festivals, twice in the Bumper and once in the 

mares novice but now gets the trip she looks best suited to.  A smooth travelling style and 

economical jumping looks well-tailored to the demands of this race.  Sleuths will notice that King 

has some history with novices in handicap chases and looks likely to go here over a big for 

Grade 1 glory in the Mares Chase.  Rated just 141, she would have been nearly a stone behind 

her rivals there and whilst she could close 7-10 pounds of that and run with credit, those same 

pounds in hand could mean a win in this event.  He jumping is slick but got quite low under 

pressure when chasing the top class L’Homme Presse last time and she just faded a fraction in 

the last 100yds there, but that is testimony to the quality of that winner, and dropped in class 

she should be able to travel sweeter for longer and see it out well. 

 

It has to be THE GLANCING QUEEN to land one for the girls by edging out IMPERIAL 

ALCAZAR who is worth a cover bet.  For some each way value I would look at Galahad Quest 

and Foxy Jacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 6 - The Mares Novice Hurdle - 2 miles  

Selected Current Odds: 5/2 Dinoblue, 10/3 Brandy Love, 11/2 Party Central 100-1 Igiveashit 

My good friend Michael loves Willie. 
 
Tempting as it is to leave that statement without context, his love is of course for the wizard of 
Carlow Willie Mullins, and this race since inception had provided the means for Michael’s annual 
family sun holiday, with Willie landing the first 5 runnings of the race, so it was something of a 
shock when swimshorts were switched for cagoules, paella for stew, and sunny tans for the kind 
of sand whipped redness that can only come from a bracing walk along Brittas Bay on an Irish 
“Summer’s” Day.  Yes the Mullins bandwagon was, at least temporarily, halted by the red hot 
Henry de Bromhead last year, but Willie is back mob-handed, and Michael is dusting off the 
sombrero… 
 
Rant alert:   There are three Grade 2 events at this meeting - races which are not deemed to 
quite match the elite Grade 1 level - being the NH Chase, this race and the Mares Chase.  They 
may not be Grade 1s but they are still championship events designed to find the best in their 
class even if their class is not deemed sufficient for Grade 1 status. 
 
I have no issues with the grading - but after years of a bizarre penalty system in the NH Chase 
the conditions there were changed to pure level weights and to great effect.  Not so this event 
and the Mares Chase which both still employ the penalty systems widely in use for Grade 2s.  
As such we have unequal weights and the status of the race as an opportunity to identify the 
champion mares novice hurdler is substantially undermined.  Rant over. 
 
Party Central has an excellent chance as a rapidly improving mare, building on a listed win with 
a sumptuously easy Leopardstown handicap win in a race that was golden form Iast year. She 
does though have the 5lb penalty and that has to dampen enthusiasm.  Has to be covered up 
for a late run and will be an absolute joy to watch Davy Russell smuggle her through the race.  
Would be a confident choice off level weights, not quite so much on these terms. 
 
Willie knows how to campaign them for this event and his leading fancied, Brandy Love, 
Dinoblue and Grangee all arrive un-penalised.  Brandy Love is well fancied and expected to go 
better left-handed than she did in an errant display at Fairyhouse.  That said she was pretty 
wayward and jumping left whilst much preferable to right, is still less effective than straight. 
 
On bumper form from last year Brandy Love has a bit to find with Party Central and even more 
with Grangee.  Grangee looked likely to push Brandy Love close at Fairyhouse until tipping up 
at the second last and whilst she has that bumper form advantage, she doesn’t look to me to 
have the same physical scope of some of these and I don’t think she will make quite as good a 
hurdler. 
 
Dinoblue may well turn out to be the best of Willie’s big guns.  We have very little to go on other 
than a destructive display of front running in a heavy ground Clonmel maiden.  The time was 
decent there and she was a long way clear of two who subsequently contested the finish of 
another maiden.  She simply could be anything and really looked the part but that is obviously at 
a grade well below this.  Willie has lifted this prize with some very lightly raced types in the past 
and it is probably the race at the festival where that is eminently plausible.  A huge threat to all 
even if unquantifiable. 
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Elle Est Belle would be a strong fancy even under her penalty based on her third in the Bumper 
here last year and a series of good runs as a novice hurdler.  She has the ideal run style for this 
race and would have a big chance however trainer Skelton seems set on skipping the meeting 
and heading for Aintree.  If there is a change of heart then she could be the pick but I have to 
accept that looks unlikely at this stage. 
 
Big priced winners have popped up here and there are a couple at healthy odds that demand 
respect. 
 
Say Goodbye seems exposed on a number of form lines, but amidst the disappointments there 
have been a few excellent efforts.  She was finishing fast when closing down stablemate Party 
Central at Leopardstown and gets a useful 5lb pull.  Admittedly the winner cruised to victory 
there before idling and the effort of Say Goodbye may have been slightly flattered, but at 33/1 
we are getting that fully priced in and she is a lively outsider if running here as opposed to a 
handicap. 
 
Lunar Display is by far the most experienced mare here having amassed 16 hurdles races in a 
very busy last 12 months. That is precisely the profile I would normally draw a line straight 
through and move on, even more so given she is lumbered with the 5lb penalty.  That said she 
has held her form, and certain runs, including a close third behind Brandy Love when even more 
penalised at Fairyhouse suggest she is much closer to those at the head of this market than the 
prices might suggest.  She is officially rated 3lbs behind Party Central and Elle Est Belle, and I 
fancy both of those and this one is four times the price. 
 
A tricky race.  Dinoblue is the big chance of Willie booking Michael’s holiday ticket.  I would love 
to back Elle Est Belle but, in her absence, there is fun to be had watching Davy Russell on 
PARTY CENTRAL, but equally there is a chance of a shock with both Say Goodbye and 
LUNAR DISPLAY capable of outrunning their odds with the O’Brien runner fancied to go close. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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THURS:  Race 7- Kim Muir Handicap Chase - 3 1/4 miles - Amateurs  

Selected Current Odds: 9/2 Frontal Assault, 8 Smoking Gun, 10 Ain’t That A Shame 

The OED defines the term “fuddy-duddy” as a person who is old fashioned and fussy.  On an 

unrelated point, my good friend Andy will be delighted to see this race reverting back to its 

amateur riders status after the covid-induced layoff for the part-timers last year. 

Reach a certain age and it feels like getting the disc full message in your recordings library, 

taking in new material requires the deletion of something old you have been hanging onto for 

years.   

Andy, the Kim Muir King, has been getting the disc full message for a while now, but thankfully 

for us his prioritisation means he can still recall the last 78 runnings of this race and the glory 

days of Leeds Utd (days plural?) even if he can no longer access how to tie a shoelace, the 

word broccoli or the name of his eldest child. 

In truth, resolving the riddle of the Kim Muir had become significantly simplified since it became 

the seeming personal target of Gordon Elliott and he looks the key again with Frontal Assault.  A 

novice in a handicap trained by the Meath man immediately catchers punters attention and this 

fella comes here having been very unlucky over hurdles here last year.  His chasing form at 

shorter trips fools no-one and Elliott has again thrown down the gauntlet to the handicappers by 

giving him his first entry here in a race with a maximum rating limit of 145.  There could be good 

justification to rate him above that mark rendering his entry ineligible, but the raters have 

dodged a conflict by giving him the 145 rating.  That’s probably a few pounds generous simply 

on the book not even accounting for the other 7 or more Gordon has been holding back 

anyway.  Add in the likely booking of the 7lb daylight robbery that is the claim of Rob James and 

this looks a right stitch-up. 

Last time out Frontal Assault dead heated with another of Gordy’s in Grand Paradis.  This 

strapping big grey chaser certainly has a lot more to offer and arguably has more raw material 

than his stablemate, but raw is the key word.  Yet to experience a handicap over hurdles or 

fences he clearly has a future but whether he is ready for the hustle and bustle of a race like this 

under amateur guidance is questionable.  Certainly he looks less battle hardened than Frontal 

Assault and looks less likely to match that one again in these conditions.  Would perhaps be of 

more interest in one of the other handicaps under professional guidance and certainly more 

interesting with another 12 months. 

Ain’t That A Shame completes a trio of Irish novices at the head of the market and has had a 

tough season chasing the likes of Stattler and Galopin Des Champs.  He got mugged late on by 

Champagne Platinum last time at Navan but looked much the best horse that day until labouring 

as many of us would up that muddy slog to the line.  Champagne Platinum has the benefit of 

substantial experience having been sent off favourite for this event two years ago, and whilst 

that will help in this hustle and bustle, it would still be a surprise if he had the residual potential 

to hold off an improving Ain’t That A Shame let along the other novices here.  Ultimately we 

know that Elliott will have long had in mind this race for one or two of his novices and that they 

will have been targeted specifically, whilst the de Bromhead yard, like Mullins, tends to default 
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into handicaps rather than forensically target them.  In this case they may still have stumbled on 

a real contender but if still trust the machinations of Elliott to have kept a bit more in hand. 

If this prize is to stay at home then the best chance could be with the Tizzard trained Oscar 

Elite.  He defied an otherwise poor season for the yard when running a lifetime best in second 

place in last year’s Albert Bartlett.  He looked a chaser in the making and it has been somewhat 

disappointing that with the yard in better form he has failed to deliver on that promise this 

year.  He has run some fair races including here in the Dipper and in a handicap in January that 

is so often a good guide to the festival.  He raised his game for festival conditions last season 

and the big positive has to be that he is now rated based on his chasing exploits at a paltry 134, 

well below his 142 hurdles peak.  That gives substantial room to improve and if he squeezes 

into this race then it offers him by far his best chance of his many entries.  There are a host of 

good West Country amateurs as well as the yard being we connected to the Irish scene so he is 

likely to get a pick of riders.  Looks to have an excellent chance on ratings if able to relight the 

fire. 

Kim Muir King Andy is never one for the front of the market (or dare I suggest the front of the 

race…).  He is a big fan of Vintage Clouds. A festival regular and big ageing grey 

gelding…enough of Andy…Vintage Clouds has an outstanding record in the Ultima chase and 

would have a big each-way prospect back in that race on Tuesday, but equally would clearly go 

well if choosing these shallower waters.  Andy also gives a big chance to Glenloe.  Once full of 

promise but repeatedly disappointing as the years slip by….enough of Andy….Glenloe has 

festival form when runner up in a Pertemps, and was the Frontal Assault of his novice year until 

injury robbed him of his chance in this race.  His form has looked patchy since his comeback, 

but you just know Gordy will have had this race in mind throughout. 

 

Obviously there are plenty in here who could go well, with School Boy Hours, Smoking Gun, 

Come On Teddy and Gericault Roque all making some level of appeal.  But this looks like the 

script has already been written and FRONTAL ASSAULT is one of the week’s handicap bookie-

busters with only Oscar Elite weighted to give him any trouble. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 1 The Triumph Hurdle - 2 miles for novices aged 4 years old  
 
Selected Current Odds: 7/4 Vauban, 5/2 Pied Piper, 6 Fil Dor 
 
With my friend Phil’s annual battle to get into the brown corduroy suit another victim of extended 

lockdowns (trading 1000 on Betfair), getting as close to being a fit as it ever was to being in 

fashion, the pre-raceday market will instead refocus on whether Pete will stay awake through 

the Albert Bartlett (6.2 on Betfair). Pete specialises on accumulating a weird and wonderful set 

of antepost picks as the king of the special offer, amusingly not always for the correct year!!  His 

picks are improving and he is now halfway to becoming a shit-hot tipster.  His back catalogue 

will probably cover at least a half dozen of the Triumph Hurdle entries. 

I have long distant Cheltenham childhood memories of Champion Hurdles in the glory 70s and 

even a few Gold Cup memories.  The next race in the memory bank is the Triumph hurdle - and 

in particular the 1981 event.  I guess not long before I had the treat of watching the absurd and 

enjoyable Where Eagles Dare with Richard Burton and Clint Eastwood romping around Nazi 

Germany. The iconic call sign from the movie “Broadsword calling Danny Boy” becoming 

essentially how I insisted on being summoned to dinner thereafter.  Come Cheltenham and 

there was David Nicholson’s outstanding juvenile hurdler Broadsword, favourite for the Triumph 

- this has to be poetic fate.  And as he landed over the last and quickened a couple of lengths 

clear I truly learned the poetic nature of horse racing fate as Baron Blakeney appeared from 

nowhere to pip him on the line.  Get used to that gutted feeling young Danny Boy, you’ll get to 

know it well in this game. 

The starting point for this year’s Triumph is the formidable Vauban for Willie Mullins.  Unlike a lot 

of juvenile hurdles this fella is a scopey rangy sort who clearly has huge scope to improve and 

will make a chaser in time.  He may have been a shade unlucky not to peg back Pied Piper on 

debut but then made no mistake when running out a cost winner in a Grade 1 at the Dublin 

Racing Festival.  That is the best form here, for the best trainer, from a horse expected to keep 

improving.  A very worthy favourite. 

I am a sucker for a horse that travels well and that makes me a huge sucker for Gordon Elliott’s 

Pied Piper who followed that success over Vauban by absolutely destroying a race here in 

January. That gives him a valuable course form advantage but when a horse wins with such 

ease we are faced with deciding if it’s a superstar or a race that fell apart, and the prudent call is 

the latter.  There shouldn’t be much between him and Vauban, but I suspect Willie’s may be the 

stronger stayer. 

Until the Pied Piper - Vauban form became dominant it was another of Elliott’s in the shape of 

Fil Dor who had headed the market after three gutsy wins.  He was put in his place when beaten 

3l by Vauban last time and will need to pull something out to turn that form around.  In his favour 

is that the form of that race often does get turned around as this is a much bigger test of 

stamina.  Fil Dor couldn’t match Vauban’s acceleration off a relatively slow pace.  This will be 

much quicker with some flashy front runners in the line up.  The emphasis should be more on 

stamina and the value could be with this slugger to turn things around however unlikely that may 

look at first glance. 
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Outside of the big three the home challenge is headed by the trio of Porticello, Knight Salute 

and Doctor Parnassus.  Porticello is key to the race as a strong likely pace angle and too good 

to be left to do his own thing and so almost guaranteeing a searching gallop.  He will be hard to 

pass but he did get overhauled by Knight Salute at Doncaster and he may face the same fate at 

the hands of the same rival here.  Knight Salute just keeps on winning and looks the most solid 

of the home contingent.  Doctor Parnassus is a bit of an unknown after two low-key wins but at 

least qualifies for the could-be-anything punt. 

 

A good contest that should even keep Pete awake.  Of the Irish big three, Vauban deserves 

short priced favouritism, but it is the hard-fighting qualities of FIL DOR which appeal at the odds 

as this course could certainly pay into his strengths.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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FRI:  Race 2 - The County Handicap Hurdle - 2 miles  
 
Selected Current Odds; 5 State Man, 7 Top Bandit, 8 West Cork, 12 I Like To Move It 

There is a theory in wave observation - being waves in the sea, not waves of light or cheery 

waves - that the seventh wave is always bigger than the rest.  This has been proven to be an 

incorrect observation, but the sneaker wave (still the sea, not a shake of recreational footwear) 

is a very real phenomenon, whereby combinations of resonance, momentum and statistical 

freakery (non-technical term) create abnormally larger outcomes. 

 

The County Hurdle is my sneaker wave.  Since the inception of this guide (a long lamented 2 

pager so much kinder to author and reader…) which signed off with Rooster Booster’s win in 

this race back in 2002, it has been sneaker waves in the form of Desert Quest, Lac Fontana, 

Superb Story and Mohaayed or almost nothing, with Hawadeth’s traumatic photo defeat at 66/1 

in 2003 the only other instance of anything more than a gentle lapping. 

 

I can rest happy that this race is one i’ll always have in the profit column come what may, but do 

I sense the sub-aqua surge of another bookie-drenching County wave…let’s just say there 

could be some singing at the finish… 

 

The obvious start points are Mullins and Elliott.  The Mullins lead horse could be State Man, he 

is entered in everything and favourite in most of his entries.  The conventional wisdom seems to 

be the 2m4f Martin Pipe as that is where Willie does most damage with his novice hurdlers.  He 

did win this recently with Saint Roc, but most of his successes have come with more exposed 

but classy older types.  I think he has a quandary as I thought this guy showed plenty of speed 

in his Limerick win and I think 2m will suit him better at this stage but I am not convinced the 

hurly burly of this race, which is often brutal, will suit so much.  It’s a pass for me. 

 

Echoes In Rain May have a better chance for Willie as she has plenty of experience and is a 

useful mare who ran a good third in the Irish Champion Hurdle.  She picked up a pesky 6lb rise 

for that, albeit slightly offset by picking up just an extra pound for import to UK ratings, 2 or 3 

less than the adjustment for most of her compatriots.  She has a solid chance, but I’d be 

disappointed if there weren’t a few in here with the ratings and scope to get past her. 

 

Elliott’s main hope seems to be the novice Top Bandit who has racked up four quick hurdles 

runs in the Autumn and has then been held back especially for this race.  He needs to be 

covered up for a late run and this is the perfect race for that manoeuvre.  He has a course win 

and a rating of 139 looks very workable.  Has to get on the ticket and will be a delight to watch 

with him likely to be a Where’s Wally style incognito run until hopefully appearing suddenly at 

the last like Mr Ben’s shopkeeper. 

 

West Cork represents the Skelton yard that have enjoyed repeated success in this race.  He 

came back from 18 months off to record a smooth success in the Greatwood hurdle here in 

November.  As so often, that race has been the touchstone for handicap hurdle form in the UK 
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this season, and a 7lb rise for a comfy win looks more than fair.  Ignore his 5th soon after at 

Ascot as he was always likely to “bounce” after that great comeback.  Has been suitably 

refreshed with another 3 month break and looks sure to go well again. 

 

The other big handicap hurdle in the UK is the Betfair at Newbury.  That was an unusual race 

this year with a somewhat smaller field and a bit of an uneven pace.  The Twiston-Davies 

trained novice I Like To Move It finished up a closing short head second that day and arguably 

should have won.  He ran close to the pace as an evidently strong stayer at the trip, but the race 

overwhelming suited those held up as they quickened past the pace-setters with only I Like To 

Move It able to quicken from the lead group, having been momentarily outpaced he nearly got 

back up.  A guaranteed stronger pace here and a stiff finish should allow the jockey Sam T-D to 

ride a more tactically nuanced race and let this rangy type find full stride up the long final drag.  

Get ready to sing… 

 

Numerous others bring big chances in an obviously open race.  I am particularly respectful of 

the chances of Balco Coastal, Shalwehaveonemore and The Devil’s Coachman all of whom 

look likely to be suited by this contest. 

 

The last word though, in this equine whodunnit, is for Irish novice Colonel Mustard.  If he can 

put the lead piping down for a second and come out from the Billiard Room, this useful sort 

could be a big contender.  He ran a cracker when third in an Irish Grade 1 last time having run 

second in a good little race to Jonbon at Ascot. On that form he has a little to spare over I Like 

To Move It, although that rival would have been inconvenienced by setting the pace that day.  

Looks sure to go well. 

 

A cracking event.  I prefer I LIKE TO MOVE IT over Colonel Mustard and think he should go 

very well.  TOP BANDIT is worth a cover bet having been so obviously targeted at the race, and 

even that leaves a good fancy like West Cork unbacked.  Hopefully here comes the sneaker 

wave and it will be all together now, I Like To Move It, Move It….. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 3 The Albert Bartlett Novice Hurdle - 3m  

 
Selected Current Odds: 3 Hillcrest, 7/2 Ginto. 7 Minella Cocooner 
 
It’s been a decade since this somewhat sadistic addition to the Cheltenham agenda, an extreme 

stamina test for young novices.  Rather like the teachers at the Co Mayo junior-infants sports 

day surveying the sack race, egg and spoon, and bean bag race and deciding they need to add 

an extra event for the under 5s and plumping for a 3000m steeplechase (the move to Ballina 

finally paying off for wee Seamus Kiptanui)… 

 

Form for this race is often hard to decipher given that trainers rarely bottom out there 

contenders by racing at this trip prior to this race, and some big contenders will fade away, 

whilst previous slow-boats will churn their way to glory. 

 

One who has shown their stamina in spades is the enormous Hillcrest.  I have a soft spot for 

giant horses ever since the elephantine Party Politics won the National, even if many of them 

end up as giant disappointments.  Hillcrest is huge but still relatively light framed and rangy.  

Like so many big horses he hurdles much like a pachyderm, but it doesn’t seem to stop him 

much and he looks like one with a massive future.  He doesn’t seem to be going fast but still 

destroys opponents and was super impressive at Haydock last time and has winning course 

form.  Not much to dislike but that Haydock win was only just under 4 weeks ago and was on 

gruelling ground.  He seems to take his races well, but I’d just have a doubt about whether that 

race may still be in the system -  it with that the only doubt he could still be a bet. 

 

Hollow Games was a big fancy for this earlier in the season but a one paced third to stablemate 

Ginto seemed to put a cap on his ability.  That was further emphasised by his third at 

Leopardstown.  He travelled well in his race though and may find this longer trip to his liking and 

his breeding also hints that a faster surface could help.  He probably doesn’t deserve to be 

priced so far behind his recent rivals and could be borderline value. 

Ginto himself would be very interesting and after the injury of stablemate Minella Crooner and 

the plotting of the Mullins Ballymore campaign there is a chance that connections might shift 

Ginto here and bump Hollow Games down to the Martin Pipe.  That would be a case of running 

Ginto in the easiest race to win, but not necessarily the race that suits him best.  He would come 

as the best horse in the field, but with concerns as to whether an extreme stamina is ideal at this 

stage. 

 

Minella Cocooner won the Leopardstown Grade 1 by jumping his rivals silly from the front.  

Rapid over his obstacles he was able to build a lead, refill and then go again.  This course is the 

worst possible layout for such tactics and whilst I like the horse I would much prefer him in the 

shorter Ballymore where such tactics might suit.  Try that here and there is a wide galloping 

eternity for the third last to the line with limited chance for him to hurdle his way to victory. 

 

Stag Horn’s hurdling form would hardly have you ready to lump on with scrambled wins at 
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Hereford and Warwick not exactly compelling.  He does however fit an old type for this race in 

that he is very battle hardened having had a 13 race flat career where he has reached the giddy 

heights of a rating of 103, excelling from the front over extreme distances.  At the least he can 

be a spoiler here as his flat speed suggests that if he set out to make all then it is unlikely that 

Hillcrest will get his usual way, or even that Minella Cocooner could despite the slick hurdling.  

But if the ground quickens as it often does during the week then his flat class could become a 

right handful.  Give him a couple of good early jumps and it could be catch me if you can… 

Shantreuse is an interesting contender for the de Bromhead team who won this with Minella 

Indo a few years back.  He was 8l behind Ginto as a bumper horse but has progressed as a 

hurdler looking to relish the step up to 3m.  He has avoided the limelight route to this race and 

could just arrive fresh and under the radar. 

Bardenstown Lad has the oft-raced credentials that have been crucial in past runnings of the 

race and has course form from a cosy win here in October.  He won well again at Musselburgh 

last time and has the off-the-bridle but keeps finding style associated with the best hurdling 

stayers.  There may have been value in him at mid-teens and higher, but he has been well 

enough supported now that he is trading a bit too close to some classier types and the value 

has evaporated. 

The Nice Guy is an unbeaten Mullins contender and I guess the real question should be why he 

isn’t close to favourite.  That suggests the usually reliable stable grapevine don’t see him as a 

leading hope, but you can never discount an unbeaten horse.  His maiden win at Naas was 

impressive but leaves him very short of experience for a test like this. 

Ballygrifincottage could be one at fancier prices for the Skelton team having improved from a 

debut third at this track to land a decent event at Lingfield last time.  His four point to point runs 

gives him an experience edge over some of these and he looks likely to outrun his odds. 

This race had produced some freak winners at massive prices.  There door is ajar for one such 

outcome this year.  I don’t know if Irish maiden Eye Van intends to travel but if he does I will be 

hunting for some big prices.  He has chased home Minella Crooner and Shantreuse in his last 

two runs at a respectable distance, form which at least could be good enough for a top 10 finish.  

The hope for improvement is that this son of Yeats has barely seen anything but heavy ground, 

but he travels well in his races and I wonder if he could improve a lot for a decent surface.  A 

wacky punt maybe, but I hope he runs as he could be worth a flutter. 

 

I like Stag Horn but I am just a bit worried about the battle for the lead.  Instead, I prefer the 

under the radar claims of SHANTREUSSE, and given I have him in mind, then the massive 

odds for his Clonmel victim Eye Van could be worth tapping especially on a better surface in the 

unlikely event he travels over. 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 4 - The Gold Cup Chase 3 1/4 miles  
  
Current Selected Odds: 7/2 A Plus Tard, Galvin, 5 Minella Indo, 8 Protektorat 
 

My wonderful wife Tanya is missing the meeting this year and as such it seems certain that 
Gold Cup day will miss not only Phil’s brown corduroy, but also Tanya’s gold-detail coat, 
headpiece and boots – unless of course Pete is looking to unleash his inner Drag Race.  I will 
also be missing her calming logic when she stops my endless reworking of the form and brings 
me back to basics – although what I lose in potential betting gains from losing my logic anchor 
will be made back several times over in prosecco savings. 

 

The main event of the week, and as so often, one with an open feel.   

 

The easy read of this race is to recognise that the first three home last year, all Irish, finished 24l 
ahead of the rest and all return this year.  Add in Galvin as a second season chaser who has 
already mixed it with the best and we have a four-way private Irish battle.  An easy read and not 
necessarily a bad one.  That said there are reasons for scepticism. 

 
Last year’s race, top three apart, was awful.  Champ imploded, Native River was 4th as an 11yo 
on ground too fast.  Frodon doesn’t stay, Royal Pagaille was lame, and Kemboy hates the 
track.  So the front three finishing clear doesn’t necessarily give them legendary status so much 
as emphasise how shallow the race was.  Minella Indo is a horse I like but that win here last 
year is the only one in his last 6 starts.  He was a bit better at Leopardstown last time and 
festival form of 121 shows he comes good here, but he looks to have become a harder ride and 
he may not be great value. 
 
A Plus Tard is a younger horse and perhaps should have won last year.  Jockey Rachael 
Blackmore had a truly exceptional year but if she could have this race back again she would 
surely have tried to tackle Minella Indo a bit earlier, instead she just couldn’t quite get 
there.  Going close though is a bit of a thing for this horse, a 13 race chasing career having 
never featured anything worse than third place, but only 6 wins suggests he is a bit harder to 
win with than often meets the eye. 
 
Al Boum Photo was not beaten too far in third last year when trying to land a hat trick in this 
event.  History and age are against him in his bid this year although he is notoriously lightly 
raced which surely helps preserve his shelf life.  He may well run a similar race to last year and 
whilst that could be enough to beat Minella’s inconsistency, it looks less likely to turn things 
around with tough nut A Plus Tard, nonetheless his chance is possibly a bit better than the 
market suggests. 
 
Galvin beat A Plus Tard by wearing him down in the Savills Chase.  That photo finish was a 
clear career best.  His runner up to Frodon at Down Royal and indeed his win at this meeting 
last year from Next Destination and Escaria Ten hardly scream Gold Cup, and whilst he is a 
clearly solid contender that is off the back of a win which maybe tells us more about A Plus 
Tard’s weaknesses than it does to promote Galvin’s claims.  As the second season novice he is 
the up and coming force but perhaps not an irresistible one. 
 
So if the apparent strength of the Irish big guns is less than first appearances might suggest 
who will benefit.  Well the home challenge is headed by Protektorat.  It is very easy to go 
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against Protektorat, he is part owned by Alex Ferguson for a start, and he looked a limited sort 
over hurdles and even his Grade 1 novice chase win at Aintree felt like a fresh horse exploiting 
those with a Cheltenham run still in their legs.  He would have been as close to my Gold Cup 
radar heading into the season as this Guide is to winning the Pulitzer Prize, but it pays to stay 
nimble minded in this game.  He is a young horse and he really looks to have improved.  He 
looked unfortunate not to land the Paddy Power under top weight.  I was all against him next 
time at Aintree stepping up to 3m on bad ground.  I would have doubled the lay bet at halfway 
when a horse with dubious stamina was tanking his way into the lead.  But he just kept tanking, 
for the whole 3m.  Yes, you can pick holes in the form, but the eye test was passed in dazzling 
fashion.  He just might be getting better with age and distance and he comes here as the 
youngest runner in the race having his first crack at the Gold Cup, an intoxicating combination.  
 
Conflated and Tornado Flyer have other options but look likely to come here off the back of two 
shock wins.  Conflated’s win in the Irish Gold Cup confounded fears that 3m would be beyond 
him.  He is another who has made massive progress this year and that Leopardstown win was 
no fluke.  He put Minella Indo in his place there, but the extra quarter mile and the undulations 
at this track mean he has to reprove that stamina and I will be surprised if he confirms the Indo 
form. 
 
Tornado Flyer was a staying on distant 3rd to Allaho in the Ryanair last year.  He had been 
mostly kept to 2m4f until stepping up to 3m to land a shock win in the King George at Kempton.  
That was much better than a seeming non staying effort in the Saville’s last year.  The King 
George was an odd race though with the track wholly unsuitable for Minella Indo, Clan Des 
Obeaux looking off his game and, of course, Asterion Forlonges crashing out.  The form may 
not be reliable but this guy could still run well at a fair price. 
 
There doesn’t look to be much mileage in the outsiders.  The market leaders may not be a truly 
vintage bunch but there is plenty of strength in depth and the podium should be theirs. 
 
Last year’s 1-2-3 should go well with A Plus Tard marginally favoured.  Galvin deserves a crack 
at the title despite some reservations about his class, but the value, oddly enough, could come 
from the home team and the rapidly improving youngster PROTEKTORAT. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 5 - The Hunters Chase - 3 1/4 miles for Amateur Riders  

Current Selected Odds – 11/4 Billaway, 5 Winged Leader, 15/2 Bob And Co,  
 
“And heading down to the start now is number 5 in tweed with the distinguishing fur trim, 
number 7 in tweed with the peaked cap….”  Yes it’s the Downton Abbey - Peaky Blinders 
crossover that is the modern day Hunters Chase blending enthusiastic fox-fur amateurism with 
the faux-fur faux-amateurism of elite Irish point-to-point riding. 
 
Adopting the if-at-first-you-don’t-succeed motto is race regular Billaway.  Favourite when a 
comfortably held second two years ago and favourite again when an agonisingly close second 
last year.  He again seems to be peaking at the right time and is obvious market leader for the 
Mullins clan.  For me he throws in a few too many errors which leaves him vulnerable to being 
picked off, but if he jumps fluently he is the most likely winner. 
 
Winged Leader is on a roll including an easy defeat of Billaway, albeit on that rival’s notoriously 
below-par seasonal debut.  That is four on the trot and he is clearly a big contender. It is worth 
being he lost 6 on the bounce last season before coming good so we need to buy into 
significant improvement, plausible by as yet unproven. 
 
Bob And Co sets us a real puzzler.  Owner -rider David Maxwell does very well with his 
expensively acquired team and is not as bad a rider as sometimes made out, but equally he is 
no Jamie Codd or Derek O’Connor.  With Amateurs covid-embargoed he had to watch as this 
guy fell 3 out under Sean Bowen when bang in contention last year.  The question is whether 
Maxwell’s familiarity with the horse will compensate for the step down in jockey skills.  I would 
be worried given he threw in a few errors before capsizing last year. 
 
Maxwell on Bob And Co though does open up another angle as he is also the regular rider of 
Cat Tiger and Shantou Flyer and should they run here then a new jockey will be required and a 
good booking could see a notable form uplift.  Cat Tiger is the younger horse and did well to win 
at Ascot but I wonder if his rating is better suited to a Kim Muir bid. 
 
If Shantou Flyer he will be looking to add to an amazing festival form record of F2233 including 
placing in this race twice under his owner.  Clearly runs the track really well and won nicely 
against a good rival last time.  If he runs and Maxwell is on Bob And Co then he becomes a very 
interesting each way option even at the age of 12. 
 
Dubai Quest, Premier Magic and Highway Jewel all bring the kind of opaque point form that 
Porlock Bay carried to success last year and are hard to assess.  Highway Jewel in receipt of 
the 7lb mares allowance may be the more interesting. 
 
Pont Aven was a useful handicap chaser for Mullins, and his second at last year’s Punchestown 
festival off 136 is a match for most of these.  He seems to have taken well to points putting a fall 
when winning behind him with two smooth wins including a sauntering win at Ludlow last time. 
He has that touch of class that could be potent in a relatively weak field. 
 
I am intrigued by PONT AVEN and think he could be value whilst the jockey situation opens up 
a chance for veteran SHANTOU FLYER to get a richly deserved swan song festival success. 
 
For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook. 
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FRI:  Race 6 – The Mares Chase – 2m4f 

Current Selected Odds – 5/2 Elimay, 11/4 Mount Ida, 4 Concertista, 10 Zambella 

 
There’s a few in our Cheltenham crew who will testify that chasing mares will soon have you out 

of pocket.  At least this race offers a slim prospect of success, as opposed to the certainty of 

humiliation and/or impoverishment. 

 

It was no surprise to see the inaugural running of this race turn into a private Mullins affair with 

Colreevy pipping stablemate Elimay.  The winner isn’t returning, but the runner up comes here 

with an obvious favourite’s chance.  She wouldn’t have been the first mare to get spanked in an 

Aintree bog, but bounced back in style with an easy win last time.  If she is in the same form as 

last year then she has an excellent chance albeit the price fully reflects that. 

 

Mount Ida went one better last year by winning at the festival, in the Kim Muir.  Quite how she 

won remains a mystery after she nearly ran off the course in the early stages veering wildly to 

her right.   She eventually settled into some rhythm and came from miles back to win.  That was 

a testament to how well handicapped she was that day.  She has been in sparkling form since 

and is probably the best runner in the race, however it is noticeable she has stayed to right-

handed tracks.  This first return to a left-handed circuit will have backers sweaty palmed in the 

early stages as a return to her antics will surely be disastrous. 

 

Concertista brings an excellent festival record to the table for the Mullins team having won a 

mares novice hurdle by miles and beaten in two photos in her other two visits.  She has 

impressed over jumps so far and has a class edge on her rivals.  The issue seems to be 

whether her quick low jumping style will suit the test she faces here.  These stiff Cheltenham 

fences are rarely forgiving if you get too low and she just looks like an accident waiting to 

happen.  At the odds I am happy to let others take that chance. 

 

Is there any hope outside of the big three?   The only plausible opponent, assuming all of Put 

The Kettle On, The Glancing Queen and Rivieire D’Etel take up other expected options, is the 

Twiston-Davies trained Zambella.  She was a novice when she contested this race last year and 

despite a couple of mistakes was still on the heels of the leaders when coming down three out.  

I think she would have been 4th, not too far behind, and with scope to improve.  She may well 

have improved this year including an easy win on Elimay’s Aintree off-day.  If she can put in a 

better round than last year then she could represent the value. 

 

Elimay makes most appeal of the big Irish challenge, but the value could lie with ZAMBELLA to 

put in a clear round and deliver on last year’s promise. 

 

 

 

 

For notifications of latest news from the course on this race, and daily racing and sports tips, 

please subscribe at www.lapoftheodds.com and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
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FRI:  Race 7 - The Martin Pipe Handicap Hurdle - 2 1/2 miles for 

Conditional Jockeys  
Current Selected Odds – 5 State Man, Langer Dan, 8 Hollow games, Chemical Energy   

 
There was a wave theory (light, not sea waves or cheery waves) that handily explained almost 
everything to do with light behaviour until those pesky quantum physicists appeared and 
messed it all with their particle physics.  After which we now have to live with a definition that 
“light is both a wave and a particle, and, in another sense, a phenomenon that is neither a 
particle nor a wave”. Lovely. 
 
Trainer Dan Skelton had a beautiful theory for the 2021 Martin Pipe hurdle, giving his charge 
Langer Dan a quiet and subtle preparation that saw him drop to a mark as low as 130 before 
landing the pre-festival weekend highlight the Imperial Cup.  That saw him head for the bonus 
eligible to Imperial Cup winners which follow up at the festival as he lined up for this race off just 
135.  I lumped on, as did many punters, and were treated to him sauntering along at the back of 
the field before weaving his way through at the speed of a light wave/particle/thingy to cruise up 
to the leaders running to the last and then shooting nearly 10l clear of 20 or more rivals.  The 
pesky quantum issue was the presence of the insanely well handicapped, subsequently multiple 
Grade 1 winner Galopin Des Champs, smuggled in by Willie off a mark of 142 and frustratingly 
a couple of lengths too good for the Langer. 
 
Skelton nursed those wounds, nursed them real bad, assessing Langer’s revised mark of 140 
as one he could still work with and keeping the horse under wraps ever since.  The dust covers 
came off a few weeks ago when last of 6 at Taunton in an effort that screamed prep run and yet 
was gifted with an astonishing 3lb drop in his rating.  Off 137 Skelton will be rubbing his hands 
in anticipation of a long-awaited revenge trip.  He must have a huge chance and the decision to 
bypass the Imperial Cup this time to stay fresh and well-weighted reaffirms the Skelton master 
plan. 
 
Skelton will have been nervously eyeing up the Willie Mullins entries as the Carlow maestro has 
targeted this event with some really classy types and his squad are always to be hugely feared. 
 
State Man looks the number one having put a Leopardstown fall behind him with an easy 
Limerick maiden win.  He clearly has plenty of ability albeit he is entered everywhere.  This 
might be the lead option given the stable’s record.  He has been very well backed in the ante-
post markets and is an obvious one, but I thought he showed enough speed at Limerick that I 
would worry slightly about this trip and he didn’t blow me away as much as some observers. 
 
Willie also has Adamantly Chosen and Deploy The Getaway and it will be worth watching the 
market to see if either of these build up a head of steam.  Deploy The Getaway just got worried 
out of it last time at Punchestown and everything suggests this longer trip will see substantial 
improvement although he still looks a bit of a raw type to me. 
 
Adamantly Chosen risked being labelled disappointing after getting beaten as a 1/4 fav at Cork, 
but duly won his maiden last time at Thurles and is another who looks likely to improve for some 
extra distance and could end up being the best of Willie’s. 
 
If it’s not Skelton or Mullins the it has to be Elliott, but with 14 entries quotes at under 20/1, that 
does not necessarily help us much. 
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Hollow Games may be the most interesting entry as he would have long been expected to 
target one of the Grade 1 hurdles here.  A mark of 143 may have been seen as unexpectedly 
generous.  He has run to a place in two Grade 1s since the turn of the year and it looks 
generous handicapping that a horse with those lofty credentials can squeeze into this event.  
With the stable well represented in the championship events they may well see this as a viable 
target and he arrives with a big chance. 
 
Of Gordon’s many entries Folcano is the other that catches the eye having been a major late 
gamble for this race last year even in the face of Langer and Galopin only to be hampered and 
come down at the first hurdle.  He has had a quiet campaign that suggests Spring targets, and 
arrives here off a 4lb higher mark than last year.  Has the Pertemps as a good alternative option 
and so it might look significant if he comes here. 
 
Outside of the big yards, the useful Cobblers Dream is worth a close look at a big price.  He 
already has one big handicap win in the Lanzarote last time and although up 8lbs for that it was 
a pretty easy win.  That race has seen participant run 14 times since with 6 wins and 5 places 
suggesting it is stacking up very well indeed.  He could be overlooked here in favour of 
seemingly more unexposed types from bigger yards, and that could be a mistake. 
 
Lots to unpack but LANGER DAN looks to have been prepared by the Skelton team and the UK 
handicappers to get revenge.  Elliott may provide the sternest resistance and FOLCANO needs 
to be backed wherever he runs, and if it’s not here, then COBBLERS DREAM earns the big 
price vote. 
 
 
Mike drop……. cheery wave…. 
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